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1. Problem field
Throughout the application of technology mankind have become evermore efficient
than earlier, not because Thomas Savery invented the steam engine in 1698 and today
we live in the world were we have more steam engines, but because it devised new
technologies unknown three centuries ago which enabled engines and transport
equipment that are more efficient than technology allowed three centuries ago. The
discovery of new technologies arises as from formal research and developing
programs, as from informal learning by doing, and it has enabled finding of new ways
how to get more out of available resources. Actually most powerful technologies
mankind has invented are language, ability to write, and mathematics, and these are
not embedded into material objects, but into ideas. These ideas enabled the invention
of some of the most sophisticated machines that are ripping benefits from the material
resources in the world. Therefore the ideas incorporated together, enable the
production of new knowledge that is incorporated into devising new applications,
which will further increase mankind's efficiency.
Economies in the world have evolved by changing the view upon what are the
primary assets for creation of wealth. Earlier primary factors of production were labor
and capital, these are now replaced by information and knowledge as the key factors
of production, as the momentum of economies is shifting from resource-based to
knowledge-based. This is the consequence of the technological development in 20th
century that started to alter the wealth creation work, from physical-based to
knowledge-based. This is the reason why the European Union (EU) wants to become
knowledge-based economy, and the way to become the knowledge-based economy is
by ensuring that the EU’s companies can develop new products, which can match the
increasing global competition. In order to face the challenges that the global
competition is carrying, the EU set the goal of becoming the most competitive
knowledge-based economy in the world. This will ensure the EU’s position as the
wealthiest economy in the world, with highest living standard of its citizens, and
enable a strong further economic growth. The competitive knowledge-based economy
in the world means the ability to quickly respond to the changing market needs, and
evermore-rapid technological development. In order to answer on these challenges the
EU has focused upon upgrading its technological level with the aim to achieve
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competitive technological edge, by gaining the new knowledge on how to devise and
use technology, and apply successfully this technology in the society. The creation of
the new knowledge is founded on the process of research and experimental
development (R&D), which is consisted of creative and systematic work undertaken
to increase the stock of knowledge, and use it to devise new applications. In order for
the EU to become most competitive and knowledge-based economy, the aim to
allocate 3% of EU’s GDP to research and development activities by the year 2010 was
set.
The allocation of 3% of GDP should facilitate the process of R&D, which will enable
the EU to reach its objective. The logic is that R&D will contribute to the
competitiveness and the long-term economic growth. The R&D activity is
differentiated between the company research and public research in the Member
States of the EU, and R&D activity within the companies and public sector, carries the
characteristic of high uncertainty. The high level of uncertainty means that
investments in R&D activity do not determine the output of this activity, which
actually presents the new knowledge used in devising new applications. Therefore the
point is not just to invest, but also to use these investments with the purpose to
achieve better environments for conducting the R&D activity. The problem arises due
to the notion that the term “the most competitive and dynamic and knowledge-based
economy in the world” is associated with reaching the allocation of 3% of GDP to
research activities by the year 2010, furthermore at current pace the EU will not reach
the aim of 3%. This is a problem because investment in R&D can help, but will not
determine the output of R&D activity. This activity is connected to, and highly
dependent of, the globalized context the EU is competing within, that is why the
successful achievement of the European goal lies within the creation of the European
R&D environment that is able to connect to the globalized world. So far the EU has
emphasized the importance of input into the process of R&D activity, but it is not the
input that will solely reach the goal, but the process of the creation of the environment
for better R&D activity connected to the globalized world, as the most import
determinant, will enable the EU to reach its goal. Even-more important notion is that
the R&D activity is internationalized, which is driven by companies engagement in
cross-border R&D activity. This presents the reason why the process that connects the
EU's R&D activity to the internationalization of R&D, is even more important. The
fact the EU is facing is that the goal of increasing the investments in R&D is showing
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difficulties to reach the desired number of 3% of GDP by the year 2010. That is why,
if the process itself is not bearing the capability to be linked with globalization of
R&D, no matter what is the investments, output will below desired. If the EU's R&D
activity is bearing the connection to the global competitive context, and is equipped to
cope with the challenge of globalization, the desired goal of the EU might be
achieved, even if the amount of investments in R&D does not reach 3% of GDP. That
is why the purpose of this report is to emphasize the importance that the EU research
activity should, and must be, connected to the globalization of innovation, and how
policy makers of the EU respond to this challenge.
1.1. Key Research Question
How can the European Union link to the globalization of innovation in order to
become the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world?
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2. Method
This project report is conducted as a desk research study. This was done in order to get
an understanding, and overview of the field researchers are engaging into. This desk
study was founded upon preliminary gathering of data. This started with an evaluation
of the latest official work concerning our interest field. Upon this researchers build a
preliminary understanding from which we have build our problem field, and from this
problem field we the extracted essence that allowed us to formulate our key research
question.
The preliminary gathering of empirical data was based upon gathering of the
information from press releases concerning research and innovation and official
documents from the EU institutions, this gave us the motivation to expand our
preliminary empirical understanding by conducting the desk research, which was
consisted of gathering further data from the statistical sources, and of applying
explanatory theoretical framework, consisted of different theories that enable us to
scientifically understand the phenomena in our focus that originates from the real
world.
The methodological approach to this project report is that we try to understand and
explain the real world. It is the interest field that outlines the design of the analysis.
The aim of the study is not to identify the impact the globalization has on the
increasing economical changes, but it is to describe the relations between the actors
(companies), institutions (the EU), and different states, who change their behavior and
ways of acting within an uncertain future. With a take off in the praxis of the real
world, and a foundation in the abductive approach, we have assembled an empirical
data, which we treat with different theoretical explanatory frameworks, which enable
us to reach general understanding of the field in focus.
Epistemology used in this project report is eclectic, meaning that the different theories
from different scientific disciplines are used in order to provide theoretical
understanding of the real world. The eclectic epistemology choice is a direct
consequence of the research field, which by its complexity is interdisciplinary, and
without one general theoretical approach that is able to explain it. On the
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operationalization of different theories that are used and the criteria for the choice of
empirical data, we will elaborate more in the overview of the structure of the project
report.
2.1. The Targets of the Project Report
In order to answer to the key research question our project report is designed with the
purpose to reach five targets that are set by researchers, and that come as the logical
consequence of the empirical data used in this report, afterwards the different theories
are applied in order to grasp different dimensions of the research.
First target of this report is to provide the understanding of what means
competitiveness and knowledge-based economy, this will give the understanding of
the two interlocked dimensions, which the goal that EU strives for (to become the
most competitive, and knowledge-based economy in the world) possesses. These
dimensions are how research, by which it is meant production of new knowledge, is
connected to competitiveness and long-term economic growth. First dimension sets
the research and development activity as the variable that determines the competitive
advantage of the economy, and second dimension sets knowledge as one of the
primary factors of production that correlates the research and development as the
variable that determines long-term economic growth.
The second target of this report is, by regarding the investments in R&D as the input
into research activity, to determine what role the investments in R&D play in order for
the economy to become most competitive and knowledge-based.
The third target of this report is to identify from which side these investments in R&D
are coming, and what is the driving force behind these investments, as also who are
the key R&D performers.
The fourth target is to identify what are the current aims of the public policy in the EU
concerning the R&D, and are these aims corresponding to the tendencies of the
driving force behind R&D activity. This will establish the understanding of the current
trends both concerning the public policy in the EU, and the trends of the driving force
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behind R&D activity that sets new challenges for the public policy.
The fifth and the final target is to integrate the answers on the above four targets, and
discuss them in the perspective of the globalization of R&D activity. This will enable
us to reach the conclusion by answering our key research question.
2.2. The Structure of the Project Report
The most important point that has to be made in this overview of the structure of this
project report, is that the design of the report, presented through the five above
mentioned targets and methodological introduction, is quite different from the actual
structure of the argumentation presented through the different sections of the report,
which is necessary in order to achieve clear logic through of the argumentation in this
report and resulting in the solid conclusion.
2.3. Chronological Overview of Sections
This overview will elaborate the content of each section of the report by explaining
the theoretical framework used in each section and the purpose and criteria for the
empirical data used within the section.
Section 3:
Section 3 is divided into two parts, first is concerned with the R&D as the variable
that determines the competitiveness of the economy, and the second part is concerned
with the R&D as the variable that determines the long-term economic growth. The
empirical data used in this section also enabled us to pinpoint the driving force behind
R&D investments.
Theoretical framework used in part 1 of the section:
Goal of the theoretical framework used within this part is to provide the
general understanding why R&D is important factor that determines the
competitive advantage of the economy. The theoretical framework is
based upon the work of Michael E. Porter presented through the book
“The Competitive Advantages of Nations”. We use it to build the general
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understanding of how the competitive advantages can be maintained, or
achieved, through the logic of competitive race, and how important is
the activity of R&D for enabling the possibility to possess competitive
advantage within international competition.
Empirical data used in part 1 of the section:
The empirical data used within this section should provide the long-term
trend of R&D investments in the world, with roughly a time span from
1991 to 2003, with the aim to enable the overview of the general trend
and allow the identification of the driving force behind these
investments. The sources of the data are taken from UNCTAD “World
Investment Report 2005”, EUROSTAT and IMF World Economic
Outlook database for given time span.
Theoretical framework used in part 2 of the section:
In this part the goal of the theoretical framework is to provide the
general understanding of the connection of R&D and long-term
economic growth, by explaining can R&D facilitate to the long-term
economic growth. The economical view known as the New Growth
Theory is introduced as the theory that regards knowledge as the
important factor of production. Afterwards the key points of the
economic model that Paul M. Romer devised in 1986 are used to explain
that the strong connection between R&D and long-term growth exists
and that R&D contributes to long-term growth, this is further enriched
by Jones' model, where in both models R&D is regarded as the process
of the production of new knowledge. The idea is to provide the
understanding that R&D can contribute to long-term economic growth
without going into actual technical functionality of the models.
Empirical data used in part 2 of the section:
The empirical data in this part are used with the intention to give an
overview over the correlations between investments in R&D and Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) growth, and observing if there is an existance
of simultaneous evolution between them through the long-term trend, in
roughly time span from 1991 to 2005 for chosen benchmarked
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economies. The idea is to see is there any linear correlation between
investments in R&D (seen through Gross Domestic Expenditure on
R&D) and GDP growth. The choice of benchmarked economies fell on
the Triad (EU, USA and Japan) as the representatives of the developed
economies and the leading competitive ones, while China is chosen as
the representative of the developing economies due to its fast growth
and increased competitiveness over the last decades. The source used for
empirical data are IMF World Economic Outlook database, EUROSTAT,
European Union foreign direct investment yearbook, and UNCTAD.
Section 4:
The purpose of this section is to identify by usage of empirical data the newest trends
of the major drivers of R&D activity, and to explain them, theoretical framework is
afterwards used to explain the motives of the trends shown by the major drivers of
R&D activity.
Theoretical framework:
By applying the OLI paradigm as our theoretical framework we explore
incentives of the trends shown by the major drivers of R&D activity. By
the work of John H. Dunning we adopt general acknowledgment that
there are four main categories that represent reasons why the major
drivers of R&D activity engage in R&D related foreign direct
investments (FDI). The first two categories are the cost-
reducing/efficiency-seeking and resource-seeking motives. We here
apply two additional theories to understand these motives, which are
Peter Dicken’s basic circuit of capital approach to explain the
internationalization of economic activity (the interconnected nature of
fancies), and Michael E. Porter’s value chain based understanding of
how companies make ownership decisions in the global competitive
context. The last two categories of motives that OLI paradigm is
providing, and explaining through the work of John H. Dunning and
Narula Rajneesh, are market-seeking and assets-seeking/knowledge-
seeking motives which are related to the process of globalization in
interrelation with knowledge and technology aspects.
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Empirical data:
Empirical data in this chapter are used to identify the new trends of the
major driving force behind R&D activity. The source of the data is
UNCTAD “World Investment Report 2005”.
Section 5:
The purpose of the section is to show the relationship between different players
among the driving force of R&D activity in global competitive context, afterwards to
explain the composition of the business sector in the EU and its implications for
objective set by the EU.
Theoretical framework:
The theoretical framework is presented through the work of Peter
Dicken, Narula Rajneesh and John H. Dunning concerning the
globalization of technology, this enables the understanding of mutual
dependence between the players among driving force of R&D activity.
Afterwards Boutellier, Gassmann and Zedwitz are used to deepen the
understanding of ways of engagement into globalized R&D activity by
the driving force of R&D.
Empirical data:
The sources used for the data concerning the composition of the
business sector in the EU are: OECD - Small and Medium Enterprise
Outlook 2002, UNCTAD “World Investment Report 2005”, OECD
Science, Technology and Industry Scoreboard – Towards a knowledge
based economy 2001, and the European Commission’s report “Key
Figures 2005 on Science, Technology and Innovation - Towards The
European Knowledge Area”. The different sources are used since each
source shows the different perspective of the business sector in the EU.
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Section 6:
This section provides the understanding of why government should at all intervene in
R&D activity, the insight over the research policy that is lifted on the EU community
level, and the major rationale of this policy from the model of the knowledge system
from the European Commission. This should provide sufficient picture concerning the
public policy of the EU, and is it corresponding to the trends of the driving force of
R&D activity, and the policy objectives will be evaluated.
Theoretical framework:
Kenneth J. Arrow is used to explain the reason for the government
intervention in R&D activity in conjecture with Peter Stubbs, and the
implications concerning the intellectual property rights (IPR) are based
upon some of the points from the reasons for the government
intervention in R&D.
Empirical data:
Empirical data is based on the official documents from the EU
institutions and they provide the material for the analysis of public
policy of the EU concerning the R&D.
Section 7:
Conclusion answering the key research question.
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3. Research and Development in the Global Macroeconomic Context
Research and experimental development is the main source of technological change,
and this activity possesses the attribute of uncertainty, which means that the whole
process has the characteristic of generating the unknown output for the known amount
of input. It is not possible to say that scientist, researchers, and all other persons
engaged in innovative activity are able to surely say what will be the outcome of their
research, in the moment of their engagement into this activity. This draws the other
implication, that any sort of capital that is going into the process of research cannot
with certainty generate theologically advancement. The process of research is still not
comprehensible, due to the fact that even the greatest effort conducted in order to
generate certain technological breakthrough can finish in the dead end. Furthermore
the pure stroke of luck or randomness in the small-scale research can lead to
technologically breakthrough and reveal something to the world that was previously
unknown. Due to the random behavior of R&D phenomena, the measurement in
absolute terms of how much money or time companies should commit to the process
of research and development, in order to generate the successful innovation, is an
impossible task. Simply meaning that R&D is the variable that posses the correlation
with resource input, but the rate of correspondence of input and output is unknown
and uncertain, but it also means that the phenomena of R&D is influenced by
economical forces and incentives. The point is that any sort of measurement of R&D
has a feature of being a relative measurement, which implies that it is not possible to
state with full certainty, how much the process of research and development will
impact any other factor that is in some way is correlated with this peculiar
phenomena. The term R&D is defined according to OECD’s Frascati Manual as
“comprise of creative work undertaken on a systematic basis in order to increase the
stock of knowledge, including knowledge of man, culture and society, and the use of
this stock of knowledge to devise new applications” (OECD, Frascati Manual 2002:
23). Therefore R&D presents the process of transformation of resources by usage of
above-mentioned mechanism in order to devise new applications. One of these
resources that is used to acquire other resources that are needed in order for R&D
mechanism to create output are financial resources, or investments into R&D.
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3.1. R&D and Competitiveness
In this section we will look at R&D in correlation with competitiveness, where the
purpose will be to explain this correlation by presenting the logic of the connection
and enrich it with current trends shown by world's economies. The purpose of
showing the trends in R&D investments is to show how the spending on R&D
evolved during the time span of 12 years, the reason for this time is to avoid short-
term changes in the trends and observe the trend in the long run within different
economies, where the special focus is on triad (EU, USA and Japan), but the trend in
developing economies will be also presented (shown through China). The theoretical
logic and trends from real world will enable us to understand are investments in R&D
significant factor for countries to achieve and maintain the competitive advantage
over each other.
Competitiveness is a notion that is relatively easy to be understood in everyday life,
but it is really hard to grasp in scientific sense, even Michael E. Porter stated that
there is no common definition of competitiveness:
“To firms, competitiveness meant the ability to compete in world markets with a global strategy.
To many members of Congress, competitiveness meant that the nation had a positive balance of
trade. To some economists, competitiveness meant a low unit cost of labor adjusted for
exchange rates. [...] Whichever the definition of competitiveness adopted, an even more serious
problem has been that there is no generally accepted theory to explain it. ” (Porter M. E., 1990:
xii).
First there has to be understood that competitiveness of country doesn't make sense if
there is not other country to compete with, therefore the term “competitiveness” used
in this sense presents the objectives of the domestic economy brought into
international perspective. First in a sense that domestic economy has enabled the
products that can be successfully sold either on domestic or foreign market since they
have incorporated better characteristics, either in quality or price or superior service,
over products from other countries. Secondly in the sense that domestic economy
possesses greater attractiveness for the investments compared to the other economies,
due to the better productivity of the labor, cheaper labor, specialized technology, etc.
This enables the economy to posses some advantages over other economies in world
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market space, and these advantages make the economy more attractive for trade and
investments. This concept becomes even more important in the time of globalization
of markets and lessening of barriers for global trade.
To make the link between R&D and its influence on generating competitiveness
within an economy is quite complex. This is because competitiveness can be analyzed
within the individual firm or industrial sector. Competitiveness can also be explored
with the focus on a national economic performance. However, to demonstrate and to
measure one nation’s competitiveness is not an easy task. The difficulties emerge,
because competitiveness is hardly something that can be measured in absolute terms.
First of all, competitiveness is something that is related to the diverse business sectors
and its different competitors' potential within the different sectors of competition.
Secondly this implies that competitiveness is defined in conjunction with the
competition that characterizes the specific business sector, and a simple explanation
for measuring national competitiveness on the basis of aggregation of the performance
within the diverse business sectors would be easier said than done.
Therefore our starting point in realizing the connection of R&D and competitiveness
in the economy is to focus the on the product as one of the sources that can lead
toward the creation of competitive advantage in the economy. The R&D will increase
the nation’s competitiveness by releasing the ability to put up more highly developed
products for sale. Furthermore this will increase the investment capacity in R&D,
which means increased ability to keep up with the technological leading edge. This
generalization, in other words, could be identified as the competitiveness facilitation
through R&D that enters a cyclist process of rising product features, as well as
production factors, which will boost market performance. This implies a deeper
identification of the dimensions within the industrial-economical process that can
explain the R&D contribution to the improving of the competitive performance. The
attention has to be drawn to the importance of R&D as the take-off for technological
innovation and stimulation of economic competitiveness. Companies can create
competitive advantages by realizing or discovering new and improved ways to
compete within an industry structure and market products that incorporate these
features, which presents an act of innovation. By this innovations should be
considered in broad sense, so it can include both improvements in technology and
improved methods or ways of making production (Porter M. E., 1990: 45). Therefore
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the key success factor in creating competitive advantages within an industry is
determined by the generation of innovation. Furthermore the notion of innovation is
broaden up to include more than just the technical aspect. It includes new products
and/or processes that represent new thoughts and new knowledge. Therefore the
utmost important facilitation of innovation comes from the R&D efforts of the
companies, which by themselves must apply technology to the needs of their industry
(Porter M. E., 1990: 634).
This means that the identification of competitive advantages is highly dependent on
the firm’s capacity for conducting R&D. Therefore the investment in R&D, as the
financial input into the process of devising new technologies that are applied into
production of products, is important condition for creating and maintaining
competitive advantage. So in order for firms to participate in competitive race, the
important aspect is to invest in R&D, which can create opportunities for innovation.
This is furthermore, because the technological change can create new possibilities for
the design of a product, the way it is marketed, produced, or delivered, and the
ancillary provided, and therefore presents the most common originator of strategic
innovation (Porter M. E., 1990: 45-46).
This broad view upon innovation leads to the understanding that competitive
advantages moreover can be a matter of establishing new perceptions of business
performance. This could for instance be a rethinking of ones business paradigm or
concept. Example could be if a firm instead of selling ordinary plasters, innovates and
creates a plaster that contains talk for coagulation of blood and treatment of injury, by
this form of innovation the firm also changes paradigm of the product into the product
for health care. This understanding is just one variable that can lead to innovations
and it underlines that an insight into the effectiveness of R&D investments, which will
lead to innovation and competitiveness, is rather complex to shape.
However R&D investments are by this above presented logic likely to lead or enable
industries to innovate, which then most likely will support the competitiveness of the
companies within a nation’s industry, and strengthen the performance of a national
competitiveness. So by this logic both public and private sector R&D investments will
affect the potential innovation behavior, and most likely be the contributing
mechanism for facilitating innovations, and hereby be the source for competitiveness
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of nation’s industries.
The innovations can contribute to the company’s ability to position itself within the
industry, no matter what is the underlying economical and technological foundation of
the industry. When the company is positioning itself within the industry there are
roughly two generic types of the strategy with which the company can respond to the
industry structure and position itself in order to achieve sustainable competitive
advantage within the industry. These generic strategies that can create sustainable
competitive advantage within an industry are: lower cost and differentiation. Lower
cost strategy is the ability of the company to design and create comparable products
more efficiently than competitors, resulting in products that are cheaper to produce
than products of competitors. The company markets these products at the price level
that is same, or near competitors, consumers purchase these products, and this is
resulting in generating the superior rate of return to the company compared to the rate
of return that competitors have, as the consequence of the low production costs.
Differentiation strategy is the ability of company to produce unique and superior
product compared to competitors, either in terms of quality, special features or after-
sale service, resulting in greater value to the customers. Both strategies result in
competitive advantage, where lower-cost company produces given output by usage of
less input than competitors require, while differentiated company has higher revenue
per unit than competitors. Thus competitive advantage directly contributes to national
income. The precondition for achieving and maintaining competitive advantage in
both strategies is the company’s ability to innovate. Innovative activity is linked to
R&D, and therefore R&D investments, and these investments are contributing to the
creation of competitive advantage of firms, that due to this contribute to the
competitive advantage of industrial sectors, which contribute to the competitive
advantage of country and so on (Porter M. E., 1990: 37 ff.).
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3.1.1. Tendencies of the World's Economies Concerning Investments in Research
and Development
The investments in R&D are contributing to the competitiveness of the economies,
the exact rate of return of the investments in R&D compared to the output of the
innovation varies largely and depends exclusively from the internal innovative process
that possess high uncertainty. The importance is that the investments in R&D are
precondition for the start of R&D innovative activity and therefore are variable that
determents the competitiveness. Here we will take closer insight in how much of
gross domestic expenditure on research and development (GERD) was recorded in
these countries in the period from 1991 till 2003 in order to understand the trends of
these investments.
a- Regional totals for 2002 have been complemented by data from 2001 or 2000 for countries that did not report R&D
spending in 2002.
b- EU-15 includes: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom. GERD growth for time periods 1991-1996 and 1996-2001are calculated in
average annual pace, while data for 2003 were not available.
c- New EU member states include: Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and
Slovenia. GERD growth for time periods 1991-1996 and 1996-2001are calculated in average annual pace.
d- Data for China are available from 1996 and GERD growth for time period 1996-2001 are calculated in average annual pace.
e- GERD growth for time periods 1991-1996 and 1996-2001are calculated in average annual pace, while data for 2003 were
not available.
Figure 1. Gross domestic expenditure on R&D (GERD) 1991-2003 (concluded) in millions of dollars
(Source: WIR05 page 288 annex table A.III.2)
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In Japan in 1991 the gross domestic expenditure on R&D was 102 233 millions of
USD or around 2.94% of gross domestic product (GDP), while in 2003 it climbed to
144 947 millions of USD or around 3.37% of GDP, this presents an increase of
41.78% in the time period of 12 years, which is around 3.5% average annual growth
of GERD or around 0.036% average annual growth in terms of GDP. In the USA in
1991 the GERD was 160 891 millions of USD or around 2.68% of GDP, while in
2003 reached 284 584 millions of USD or around 2.59% of GDP. Though by the GDP
percents invested in R&D there is slight decrease of around 0.09% in 2003 compared
to the level in 1991 in USA or by 0.0075% average annual decrease in terms of GDP,
this would give a bit false picture that investments are decreasing since when we look
at the level at which GERD was in 1991 and at the level it was in 2003 it actually
grew for 76.88% during 12 years period or around 6.4% in average annual growth.
This shows the tendency of increasing investments in R&D for the two major EU
competitors among developed countries, and no matter Japan faced downturn in time
period of 1996 to 2002 of 5 635 millions of USD. Also if we include in this picture
China as the largest representative of the developing economies the picture becomes
even more convincing. In 1996 China's GERD was 4 865 millions of USD, or around
0.6% of GDP, and was increasing to 18 601 millions of USD in 2003, or around
1.31% of GDP, which presents incredible growth of 282.34% of GERD or 0.71% of
GDP in 7 years period with the average annual growth of 40.33 % of GERD, or
growth of around 0.1% of GDP accounted on 7 years period. The European Union in
1991 had 139 274 millions of USD as GERD, or around 1.86% of GDP, of whole
amount of GERD 138 157 millions of USD where coming from EU-15, or 99%. In
2002 the EU's GERD reached 174 651 millions of USD and increased by 25,4 %
compared to the level in 1991, which is around 2.3% annual growth in the time period
of 11 years, and around 98% of the EU's GERD in 2002 came from EU-15. In terms
of GDP percentage in 1991 GERD was amounting around 1.86% of GDP of the EU,
while in 2002 it was around 1.9% of GDP, which is increase of 0.04% in 11 years
period or around 0.0036% in average annual growth taken on 11 years basis. When we
look how GERD development in EU-15 in period 1991-2002 it raised by around 24%
compared to the level in 1991 by average annual pace taken on 11 years basis of
2.18%. The situation is quite different in the development of GERD in new EU
member states where in period 1991-2003 it increased by ca 209% compared to the
level in 1991 with the average annual pace taken on 12 years basis of 17.4%. But
when we mention this bright data concerning ten new member states of the EU we
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have to have in mind that the sum of GERD of all ten countries is only around ½ of
Taiwan's GERD, and in Taiwan in period 1991-2003 GERD raised by ca 129%
compared to the level in 1991 with annual pace of 10.8% taken on 12 years basis.
Previous calculations are based on GERD from UNCTAD “World Investment Report
2005” and GDP ratios from IMF WORLD ECONOMIC OUTLOOK Database,
September 2005 and there are slight differences from the European Commission DG
Research report “Key Figures 2005 on Science, Technology and Innovation- Towards
a European Knowledge Area”, though GERD as percentage of GDP numbers are
close. According to the DG Research In 2003, EU R&D intensity was 1.93% of GDP,
below the USA where it was 2.59% of GDP and Japan where it was 3.15% of, while
in China R&D intensity was 1.31% of GDP. Where Finland and Sweden had a highest
R&D intensity in 2003 and they were the only two EU Member States in which R&D
intensity exceeded 3%, but it should be noted that Denmark, Germany, Austria,
Belgium and France had R&D intensities significantly above the EU average. Among
the countries with the highest R&D expenditures, like Germany, France and the
United Kingdom, that are representing about two-thirds of the total R&D investment
in the EU-25, only the United Kingdom had an R&D intensity below the EU average.
On the other hand greatest number of the new Member States had relatively low R&D
intensities, where only Slovenia and the Czech Republic were exceeding 1%. When it
is looked at the EU-25 level the annual growth rate of 0.7% (average annual growth
between 2000 and 2003) is not sufficient to reach the 3% objective by 2010, because
by this trend the EU’s R&D intensity will be only about 2.20% in 2010 according to
the linear forecast on years 2000-2003. China experienced growth of its R&D
intensity since the end of the 1990s, with annual growth rates above 10% where total
R&D expenditure grew by almost one fifth each year in real terms, and if these trends
for China and the EU-25 hold on, China will have caught up with the EU by 2010 in
terms of GDP allocated to R&D. According to the DG Research EU’s R&D intensity
grew at a higher rate than that of the USA, with a result that the EU-25 has been
catching up with the USA since 2000, but the growth of R&D intensity is higher in
Japan than in both the EU and the USA (COM “Key Figures 2005 on Science,
Technology and Innovation”: 21-23).
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Figure 2. R&D intensity (GERD as % of GDP), 2003 (1) (COM “Key figures 2005 on science,
technology and innovation”, page 22)
The essential part of the investments in R&D, present business enterprises and their
ability to contribute the increase of the input into process of the technological
development in the economies in the world. That is why business enterprise R&D
(BERD) is closely connected to gross domestic expenditure on R&D and is giving a
picture of the private sector's performance in investments in R&D. The figure 3
illustrates data concerning BERD in the period from 1991 to 2003.
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a- Regional totals for 2002 have been complemented by data from 2001 or 2000 for countries that did not report R&D
spending in 2002.
b- EU-15 includes: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom. BERD growth for time periods 1991-1996 and 1996-2001are calculated in
average annual pace.
c- New EU member states include: Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and
Slovenia. BERD growth for time periods 1991-1996 and 1996-2001are calculated in average annual pace.
d- BERD growth for time periods 1991-1996 and 1996-2001are calculated in average annual pace, while data for 2003 were
not available.
Figure 3. Business enterprise R&D (BERD) 1991-2003 (concluded) in millions of dollars (Source:
WIR05 page 288 annex table A.III.2)
In Japan BERD grew by 40.24% in 2003 compared to the level in 1991, with the
average annual growth of ca 3.35% taken for 12 years period. When we look at BERD
as percentage of GERD in 1991 BERD was on the level of 70.75% of GERD, while in
2003 fell on the level of around 70% of GERD. In the USA in same time period as in
Japan GERD grew by 71.67% in 2003 compared to the level of 1991 with average 12
years basis annual growth of ca 5.97%, in 1991 BERD was on the level of 71% of
GERD while in 2003 was at the level 68.91% of GERD. In both countries the
business enterprise R&D grew significantly in the period of 12 years, though it was
slightly decreased compared to the level of gross domestic expenditure on R&D in the
same years, more precisely difference to the proportion GERD in 1991 was 0.75% for
Japan and 2.09% for the USA in 2003. In the EU BERD increased in 2002 by 23%
compared to the level in 1991, with average 11 year annual growth of 2.09%, and
more closely looked the EU-15 had the increase of GERD 37.41% till the year 2003
compared to the level in 1991 with average annual growth taken on 12 years basis of
3.12%, while ten new EU member states in period 1991-2003 had increase of BERD
by 111% till 2003 compared to the level in 1991 with average annual growth taken on
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12 years basis of 9.25%. When we look at the proportions BERD with GERD in the
EU at 1991 this proportion was that BERD was on the level of 64.17% of the EU's
GERD while in 2002 BERD was at the level of 62.99% of EU's GERD with the slight
decrease in the proportion level by 1.18% for 11 years. In the EU-15 the proportion in
1991 was that BERD is on the level of 64.2% of GERD, while in 2002 it was on the
level of 63.4% of GERD, and this is slight decrease in proportion level by 0.8% in
period of 11 years. In ten new EU member states the proportion 1991 was that BERD
is at the level of 61.59% of GERD while in 2003 it was at the level of 42.09% of
GERD and this was decrease in proportion level of 19.5%.
Figure 4. Share of GERD financed by business enterprise and by government- average annual growth
(COM “Key figures 2005 on science, technology and innovation”, page 22)
When we look at annual growth of the share of GERD financed by business enterprise
period 1997-2000 in the EU-25 it was 1.2%, in the USA it was 3.1% while in Japan it
was -0.7%. In the same period annual growth of the share of GERD financed by
government was -2.6% in the EU-25, -7.3% in the USA and 2.5% in Japan. In period
2000-2003 annual growth of GERD financed by business enterprise was -0.6% in the
EU-25, -3.1% in the USA and 1% in Japan while average annual growth of the share
financed by government was -0.7% in the EU-25, 6.2% in the USA and -3.3% in
Japan. In USA and Japan tendencies are that when business sector is having negative
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annual growth the government sector increases activity, while in the EU-25
government sector is still in the negative growth when business sector is decreasing
intensity of annual growth.
3.2. Summary Concerning Investments in R&D and Competitiveness
The tendencies shown by economies in the world are that investments both from
public and private sector into R&D are increasing, which means that the economies in
the world are also trying to increase their innovative ability. This remains the case no
matter the different fluctuations of investments within different countries, the size of
investment can only tell that innovation is most likely to happen if the investments are
higher and therefore some countries are having greater predisposition for more
innovations. As we have seen by the logic of creation of competitive advantages,
ability to innovate is crucial, and that investments in R&D are contributing but they
are only input into the process of innovation that is basically the black box, therefore
all this is not allowing the conclusion that investments alone will generate the
competitive advantage of nation but most likely they will contribute to it. All
presented economies, as we have seen from the 12 year trend, are largely increasing
these investments and are racing with each other; therefore they want to achieve the
competitiveness by increasing investments into innovative process. The problem
arises because the process itself is black box in a sense that it is not known how much
investment will lead to successful creation of innovation due to uncertainty. Therefore
these investments will contribute to the competitiveness of economies but are not the
only factor that will determine the result, and since all countries including developing
economy such as China are increasing them, the key lies in making the process of
research more successful in creation of new knowledge. The only things that
investments in R&D can show is actually which economies desire to have more
innovation and therefore are spending the most money in a form of investments in
R&D.
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3.3. R&D and Economic Growth
From previous section the fact is that competitiveness of the economy is connected
with the investments in R&D, but investments in R&D are not by themselves creating
the competitiveness, what creates the competitiveness are innovations that are
strongly linked with the peculiar and uncertain process of R&D. The other possibility
to understand if investments in R&D are contributing to the competitiveness of the
economy is if they are contributing to the economical growth. The economical growth
is measured by the increase of GDP, which presents the wealth of the nation, and
increase of GDP per capita, that roughly presents the wealth per one person. This
provides us with the size of the wealth within the economy, and is also an indicator of
potential ability of economy to support increased spending in R&D. Also increased
spending on R&D, both form public and private sector, might trigger an increase in
growth of GDP, resulting in the increased potential of economy’s competitive edge.
Afterwards the graph illustrating the GDP with GERD in Triad (EU, Japan and USA)
will be presented in order to see is there any simultaneous evolving.
3.3.1. What Is the Connection between R&D and Long-Term Growth?
New Growth Theory is a view of the economy that regards technological progress as a
product of economic activity, and it internalizes technology into a model of how
markets function. Previous theories treated technology as an external factor that is
given, or as a product of non-market forces. According to New Growth Theory,
knowledge and technology are characterized by increasing returns, and these
increasing returns drive the process of growth, this view of the economy holds that
knowledge and technology are different than physical objects that are characterized by
decreasing returns to scale. This theory addresses the questions about what makes
economies grow, where the essential point is that knowledge drives growth, because
ideas can be infinitely shared and reused, and can be accumulated without limit. This
theory helps us make sense of the ongoing shift from a resource-based economy to a
knowledge-based economy, with the point that the economic processes that create and
diffuse new knowledge are critical in shaping the growth of nations, communities and
individual firms. Therefore the process that generates new ideas and innovations, not
the technologies themselves, is the force that sustains economic growth. The central
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notion of this theory is increasing returns associated with new knowledge or
technology, while the cornerstone of traditional economic models is decreasing or
diminishing returns, the idea that at some point as you increase the output of anything
(for example a whole economy) the addition of more inputs (work effort, machines,
land) results in less output than did the addition of the last unit of production. The
knowledge includes everything we know about the world, and possesses aspect that it
is subject to increasing returns because it is a non-rival good, and this makes
knowledge critical to growth. Ordinary goods and services possess property of rivalry
and excludability, but knowledge and ideas though non-rival goods are at least
partially excludable, and their excludability is more a function of property rights than
it is a function of the “natural character” of the idea. Very illustrating example of the
nature of ordinary goods is the situation when two persons, of which both possess one
apple, and if one person gives his apple to the other person, at the end of the day he
has no apples and other person has two apples (which is a very noble notion of
sacrifice). The illustration of the nature of ideas is situation where two persons, of
which both possess one idea, and exchange these ideas, at the end of the day both of
them have two ideas and are richer for one more idea than they had before the
exchange. Intellectual property rights allow individuals to have certain rights to
appropriate and at least partially exclude others from the benefits of the ideas they
have created. Because ideas are non-rival, their marginal cost of production is near
zero, all can share and reuse ideas at zero, or nearly zero cost. As more ideas are
accumulated, knowledge about how the world works, and how to extract greater use
out of limited set of resources of the world, enables the economy to develop further.
Since today in a world there is basically the same stock of physical resources we have
always had, the higher standard of living stems from the improved ability to rearrange
physical objects into forms that provide greater value, therefore ideas are the source of
economic progress. There is also another implication of knowledge as the source of
economic growth, the problems that are rising from the market system. Market system
is considered as a signal device that sends signals to the producers and consumers,
high prices send a signal to consumers to consume less and to producers to produce
more, and vise verse. Market therefore tends toward equilibrium where the cost of the
last produced unit is always equal to its value to the person consuming it. But this
logic cannot be fully incorporated in the case of knowledge, because markets may not
send the right price signals. This is so because the social benefits and the private costs
of new knowledge creation diverge, as a consequence that additional use of
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knowledge has zero marginal cost, when the knowledge is created any price set
afterwards that is larger than zero is above the marginal cost. Because knowledge
cannot be fully appropriable, entrepreneurs get paid less than the social value of their
knowledge, reducing incentives to distribute it widely or invest in creating more.
Therefore the difficulty and uncertainty of being able to capture the value associated
with an invention is resulting in underivestment into knowledge (Cortright Joseph
“New Growth Theory, Technology and Learning- A Practitioners Guide” 2001: 2-7).
If we understand the growth of economy as the change of output over time, where
growth can be decomposed into growth of labor, growth of capital and total factor
productivity, model devised by Paul M. Romer offers an alternative view of a long-
run prospects for growth, where in fully specified competitive equilibrium output per
capita can growth without bound, possibly with monotonously increasing rate. The
rate of return of capital may increase rather than decrease with capital stock, level of
output per capita can diverge within different countries, preferences and technology
are stationary and identical, even the size of population can be constant, but the
crucial thing for the results is that usual assumption of diminishing returns is not
present. Exogenous technological change is ruled out of the model, and new
knowledge is assumed to be the product of a research technology that creates
diminishing returns, meaning that doubling amount of research into knowledge won't
effect in doubling the amount of new knowledge produced. The creation of new
knowledge from the side of one firm is assumed to have positive external effect on the
production possibilities of other firm, due to the limited appropriability resulting in
externalities. Production of other goods as a function of the stock of knowledge and
other input factors generates increasing returns, or in other words knowledge may
have increased marginal product. This is meaning that it will grow without bound and
will not stop at some steady and constant state where no new research is undertaken
even if all other inputs are constant. These elements combine to produce well
specified competitive equilibrium model of growth. This model can be viewed
according to Romer “[...] as an equilibrium model of endogenous technological
change in which long-run growth is driven primarily by the accumulation of
knowledge by forward-looking, profit maximizing agents” (Romer, P. M., “Increasing
Returns and Long-Run Growth” in The Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 94, No. 5.
October 1986: 1003- 1004).1 Romer's model shows that the correlation between
1 For the explanation of the exact functionality of Romer's model look into the article “Increasing
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investments in R&D, which includes all spending on R&D, and long-term growth
exists. The problem with this model as also with others is that it shows global
impacts, while it is difficult to measure the exact rate of return that investments into
production of new knowledge have from a firm level, and therefore if we regard the
process of R&D as the production of knowledge, there are difficulties to measure
exact rate of return of R&D as the independent variable that determines economic
growth. The correlation is extremely complex and varies from firm to firm, and from
economy to economy, plus the exact definition of R&D, and the notion of R&D as the
production of knowledge by itself, as for instance described by OECD's definition in
Frascati Manual, makes it impossible to incorporate all factors that can affect R&D as
the variable that determines growth, having as consequence only a relative guess
about exact rates of return of R&D investments instead of the clear numerical answer
on the return of R&D investment effected by individual companies or in national
economies.2 Romer's model focuses on innovation through R&D contribution to the
growth in proportional rate and indicates that policy measures on long-term growth
have important influence.
Endogenous growth models, like Romer's model, make a growing stock of knowledge
contributing to growth, and imply a proportional relationship between R&D and GDP
growth in the long-run. But when take in regard that the increasing complexity of
technology makes it necessary to raise R&D over time just to keep the innovation rate
constant the result will be that rising R&D in the long-run does not necessarily
increase growth rate, and because of this there is no automatic reason for expecting a
high return from R&D investments in regard to economic growth (Ejermo, Olof &
Kander, Astrid 2006: 4). But analytically a variation in the link between investments
in R&D and growth could be shown, where the variation in R&D to GDP is addressed
by the concepts weak or strong linear relationships, and from the strength of the
variation the rate of return of investments might be presumed (Ejermo Olof & Kander
Astrid 2006: 5). There are many reasons to expect high variation among countries that
Returns and The Long-Run Growth” in The Journal of Political Economy Vol. 94, No. 5 from
October 1986, pages 1002-1037.
2 At the conference organized by the European Commission's Directorate General for Research: on
the contribution of socio-economic research to the benchmarking of RTD policies in Europe, held
on 15 and 16 March 2001 at Albert Borschette Conference Center in Brussels, concerning the exact
numerical rates of return of investments in R&D participant Lene Tsipouri form University of
Athens, in the introduction of her paper “How high can the contribution of R&D investments be for
growth and competitiveness?” states: “Academic work can not give a precise and general answer to
it.” For further information look at the link: http://www.cordis.lu/improving/socio-
economic/conf_bench4.htm
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depend on the exact economic structure of the specific country, than there is to expect
a simple and strong relationship where R&D efforts automatically are transformed
into growth, due to the logic of competitiveness circuit where R&D activity leads to
new knowledge (which is also connected to the ability of a country to absorb new
knowledge), new knowledge is enabling new innovations, innovations are applied into
products, products incorporate better technologies or features that enable them to be
more competitive than products of other countries, there is increase in demand for
these products in world market due to their competitive advantage, which is leading to
the growth of domestic economy.
Furthermore as the Romers's model focuses on innovation through R&D contribution
to long-term economic growth Jones' model adopted the logic of Romer's model
approach, and made Romer's model to be compatible with the observation from the
reality that rising employment in R&D in post World War Two period did not cause an
acceleration of economic growth and that the influence of policy measures on long-
term growth appears to be weaker than the Romer's model indicates (Arnold L. G.,
2006: 143-144). More precisely, Jones' model shows that expenditures allocated to
labor that is engaged in R&D activity is not clearly determined or established (Arnold
L. G., 2006: 150).
Since the exact rates of return of the investments in R&D cannot be precisely shown
but New Growth Theory models show that investments in R&D contribute to the
long-term economic growth, therefore in the following part the GDP with investments
in R&D within different economies of Triad (EU, Japan and USA) will be presented,
followed by short summary.
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3.3.2. Variation between Investments in R&D and Growth of GDP in Triad
Point of this part will be to illustrate is there any linear correlation between the
investments in R&D (seen through GERD and BERD) and GDP growth in different
economies. By this we will be able to identify is there a strong or week linear
correlation between these variables and therefore presume if investments in R&D are
important contribution to long-term growth, or not. We will once more remind that
any absolute link cannot be drawn between them, but the empirical correlation will
strengthen the argument that R&D as activity is contributing to long-term growth.
Figure 5. Correlation between GDP, GERD and BERD in the EU (Source: EUROSTAT)
The above figure 5 is showing the simultaneous evolution of GDP, and GERD
followed with BERD in the EU in time period 1995 to 2004. We can see that linear
correlation between GDP and GERD in the EU in this period is relatively strong.
Investments in R&D are following linear increase in GDP, and according to previous
theoretical understanding we can presume that investments do contribute to GDP
growth in the EU, though the exact rate of return is not measurable due to the fact that
the process of R&D is actually contributes to GDP growth, not solely investments in
R&D since they are only one of the inputs into the process of R&D. Also as it is
shown on the figure 5 BERD presents more than a half of the GERD, and therefore
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business sector is the main driving force behind R&D activity in the EU.
Figure 6. Correlation between GDP, GERD and BERD in Japan (Source: EUROSTAT)
The figure 6 shows the correlation between investments in R&D and GDP in Japan,
and though the fluctuation of GDP and GERD are much higher than in the EU, we can
still see that the investments in R&D follow increase in GDP, though the link is
slightly weaker than in the EU. Also when we look at the size of BERD compared to
GERD we can say that business sector also is the driving force behind R&D in Japan.
Figure 7. Correlation between GDP, GERD and BERD in the USA (Source: EUROSTAT)
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Correlation Between GDP, GERD, BERD in The USA
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As shown in the figure 7, the USA has a very strong correlation between investments
in R&D and increase in GDP, and about almost the same correspondence between
BERD and GERD. Business sector is again the driving force behind R&D.
In following part of this section we will look at more country specific correlations of
GDP and GERD in two countries of the EU, France and Sweden. Both of these
countries have significant level of investments in R&D that are above the EU's
average with Sweden as the leading EU country with R&D intensity of 4.27% of
GDP, while France is in the middle with intensity of 2.15% of GDP and well below
targeted 3% EU is striving for.
a- Swedish GERD for 1992, 1994, 1996, 2000 and 2002 was calculated in average pace based on the amount of
GERD from years before and after these mentioned, since the data for these years were not available.
Figure 8. Correlation between GDP and GERD in Sweden (Source: EUROSTAT)
As shown in the figure 8, in Sweden GDP and GERD do not have that strong
correlation, mostly they do evolve simultaneously in the sense that when GERD is
decreasing GDP also decreases and vise verse. The exception is in the period from the
year 2000 where GDP started decreasing though GERD was increasing, and when
GERD started stagnating GDP started again increasing from 2001. This weaker
correlation could be caused by the factor that increasing complexity of technology
was forcing Sweden to raise R&D over time just to keep the innovation rate constant,
which resulted that rising R&D in the long-run did not increase growth rate, and
therefore there shows that there mustn't be one general assumption that is expecting a
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high return from R&D investments in regard to economic growth.
Figure 9. Correlation between GDP and GERD in France in time span 1991-2004 (Source:
EUROSTAT)
France on the other hand, as shown on the figure 9, is a classical example of strong
correlation of GDP and GERD as already seen in overview of the Triad, but this
doesn't mean that France economy is more competitive or faster growing than the
Swedish. Though in the time period from 1991 to 2004 France GDP has increased by
around 64% compared to the level in 1991, while in Sweden this increase was 37%
compared to the level in 1991, but if we as a comparison take a time span from 1993
to 2004 when Sweden started recovering from large economic downturn and
stabilized its economy, the situation is reversed since Swedish GDP grew by 65%
compared to the level in 1993 while in France GDP increased by 49% compared to the
level in 1993.
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Correlation between GDP and GERD in France
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3.3.3. R&D Investments in Developing Economies
In this part we will show the correlation between GDP, GERD and BERD in Chinese
economy as represent of developing countries, and afterwards the trends in FDI will
be shown as the way to follow investments in R&D from developed economies to
developing economies.
a- GDP in millions of EUR was calculated on the basis of IMF World Economic Outlook Database, September
2005, where the data were in USD and afterwards converted to EUR currency by using exchange rate from 1st
May 2005.
Figure 10. Correlation between GDP, GERD, and BERD in China (Source: EUROSTAT and IMF
WORLD ECONOMIC OUTLOOK, September 2005 database)
As shown in the figure 10, Chinese economy took-off with fast growth from 1995 and
is having high and steady pace. The correlation between GDP and GERD is not strong
in the long-run, but Chinese GERD started acceleratingly to grow from 1999. There is
strong correlation between evolution of GERD and BERD, where BERD in 1991 was
consisting a majority of investment while in 2003 still it has supremacy but
significantly smaller, meaning that business sector investments in R&D are have
smaller rate of growth than government sector's, but they are still strongly developing
simultaneously. Practically Chinese economy opened itself to the world 10 years ago,
and high acceleration of GERD and BERD from 1995 can be seen as a consequence
of the positive attitude towards business enterprises in China, meaning also that
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Chinese economy opened itself and engaged in global competitive environment
concerning R&D followed by government sector's greater interest, as it is seen from
the graph, in R&D activities of the companies.
Openness of the economy and its willingness to engage in global competitive
environment also means that economy is much more opened for foreign firms to
establish their affiliates in this new engaging economy. This notion also means that if
firms do establish their foreign affiliate, an R&D engagement in the foreign country
by the companies can be traced through FDI. The concept of investments is used in
different relations and is many-sided. In the business world the concept of investment
is applied in connection to purchasing of real estate, buildings and machines in
conjunction to product development, the entrance on new markets etc. No matter how
the concept is used, the joint concern is that out-put is expected to be larger than the
in-put. This is why investments are seen as an important element for facilitating
innovation and hereby competitiveness that probably leads to the direction of growth
in economy, because it can boost efficient production, and stimulate technology
transfer that leads to the increase of competitive advantages of economies. FDI is a
vital indicator of the international economic climate, because FDI participates in the
globalization process by mediating international relations and their development
(European Union foreign direct investment yearbook 2005: 7). FDI reflects an
investment involving a long-term relationship and is defined:
“Foreign direct investment (FDI) is a category of international investment that
indicates an intention to acquire a lasting interest in an enterprise operating in another
economy. It covers all financial transactions between the investing enterprise and its
affiliates abroad. It differs from portfolio investments, because the direct investor
acquires at least 10% of capital”. (European Union foreign direct investment yearbook
2005: 7)
It is a source of investment that has become increasingly important, because it
supplements trade, and has the ability to generate more and deeper connections
between economies through companies that also driving behind R&D activity as we
have already seen.
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a- categorization of UNCTAD is used for all developing economies
Figure 11. Inflow of FDI to all developing economies from 2002 to 2004 (Source: UNCTAD)
Major improvement in the developing economies and the process of opening these
economies to FDI have sincerely started and they are picking and attracting large
investments amounts. The scale in figure 11 shows this tendency across this period
and shows the activity that has taken place in this period. The growing of inflows to
all developing economies enlarged, from 166 billions of USD in 2003 to 233 billions
of USD in 2004, presents any thing else than a sluggish growth in the increase of
inflow of FDI, accounting for the increase of 40,2% trough out the period from 2003
to 2004. This fluctuations means the developing economies in 2004 were attracting
35,98 % of the world total FDI inflows. In comparison the developing economies only
managed to attract 25.66% of the total world FDI in 2003 and only 21.71 in 2002.
These tendencies are showing that among the developing countries there is a steady
progress in establishing themselves as an attractive destination for FDI. This inward
direct investment will probably trend upward. In the following section we will explain
some of the factors for this growing tendency.
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3.3.4. Summary Concerning the Investments in R&D and Economic Growth
New growth theory models prove that R&D investments are facilitating economic
growth, but it is not possible to say with certainty the level of return of these
investments, the investments in R&D are increasing the financial input into the
process of creation of new knowledge that will lead to the growth of economy.
Therefore investments will not create by itself new knowledge, but the process of
research will. The trends in the world definitely show that investments in R&D and
growth of economy more or less are following each other, but that other factors also
impact the growth of economies, and create ups and downs like in Sweden. Due to all
this the only possible conclusion is that investments are one of determinants of the
economic growth, but are variable that is only partially impacting the process of
research and not defining it. It is most likely that the more country spends on R&D,
the more its economy will grow, but only under the condition that research process is
able to generate new knowledge that will enable the economy to get more out of
resources that enter into the production and transform them into greater value. That is
the main reason why once again focus should be on the process of research and not
blindly on investments into R&D, since the number that shows how much is invested
into research can only identify who are the major drivers behind research process, and
as we have seen in all economies business enterprises are spending larger share of
financial resources into the research process than governments do, that is why the
business sector is actually the driving force of R&D activity. Furthermore developing
economies seam to increasingly interesting place for companies to place investments
in R&D through FDI.
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3.4. Summary of the Whole Section: R&D in the Global Macroeconomic
Context
Economies in the world are constantly competing with each other with the goal to
achieve economic growth faster and steadier than rivals; therefore the economic
growth will enable the country to have better competitive position than other
countries. Better competitive position will enable its industries to grow, by attracting
greater number of companies that will allocate more resources to production, and
these resources will be transformed into greater values through the production
capabilities their industry possesses. Furthermore, better competitive position will
again generate better opportunities for economic growth. This circle of economic
growth, generating better competitive position that generates better possibilities for
further growth is impacted by R&D, and investments in R&D, as the variable that
determines both economic growth and competitiveness. This is the main reason why
in march 2002, at Barcelona spring council, European chiefs of governments took
seriously the idea of increased investments in R&D as one of the factors that might
lead the EU toward knowledge-based and most competitive economy in the world,
and agreed that overall spending on R&D in the EU should be increased with the aim
to reach 3% of GDP by the year 2010 (Presidency Conclusions - Barcelona, 15 and 16
March 2002: 21). The idea of more investments in R&D, except theoretically, is also
backed up by empirical studies on which European Commission is stressing
importance. According to the Commission's report “Key Figures 2005 on Science,
Technology and Innovation- Towards a European Knowledge Area”, three studies
suggest a very strong link between investments in R&D and long term economical
growth. Where the analysis of the Erasme team for the EC shows that if R&D
investment in the EU reaches 3% of GDP by the year 2010, the EU economy will
experience a rise in the number of jobs of 3.1 million and an additional boost to GDP
of 4.2% by 2015 (COM The key figures page 13 box 1 reference to ZAGAME, P.
(2004), 3% d’effort de R&D en Europe en 2010 : analyse des conséquences à l’aide
du modèle Némésis, January 2004, Report to DG RTD). Also the 2004 European
Competitiveness Report shows that in the OECD area increasing R&D expenditure in
the higher education and business sectors has a significant positive impact on GDP
per capita growth (COM The key figures page 13 box 1 reference to European
Commission (2004), The European Competitiveness Report 2004, Brussels). The EU
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Economic Review shows the relative importance of knowledge investments (R&D
and education) for determining long run productivity growth rates, with a simulation
indicating that a substantial increase in EU knowledge production could boost
potential EU growth rates by between one half and three quarters of a percentage
point annually over a 5-10 years horizon (COM “The Key Figures 2005 on Science,
Technology and Innovation”: 13).
We have seen in this section that R&D activity does impact the economic growth and
competitiveness, but it is only one of variables that are having an influence. Therefore
the investments in R&D might be possible to impact the growth and competitiveness
of the country, and in most of the countries, investments in R&D are in relatively
strong correlation with the increase of GDP, but as it is seen on the example of
Sweden it is very hard to capture the rate of return of these investments. The studies
on which the European Commission refers are showing that investments have a
significant impact on long-term growth, but in the case of EU this is highly dependent
on the country specific conditions. This is the major difference between EU economy,
which is consisted of the synergies of 25 different economies, and the EU's major
competitors Japan and the USA which possess more integrated economy with more
common set of conditions than the EU.
The major competitors of the EU, USA and Japan are strongly regarding knowledge
as one of the major factors of production and are increasing their investments in R&D.
As we have seen the USA has managed to steadily increase its economic performance
with steady growth of economy in the period 1991-2005, while Japan had a great deal
of difficulties in maintaining steady growth of the economy, but in both countries
investments in R&D follow the rate of GDP. The EU economy in this period was
quite windy and grew slower than the USA's, most probably due to USA's better
capability to absorb new technologies that comes as the result of USA's better
integrated economy compared to the EU's economy.
In Japan GERD intensity is higher than in both the USA and the EU, and no matter
Japan's economy has faced difficult time, it has to be bared in mind that Japan is still a
significant player in the world's economy, and that it should be taken into serious
consideration due to its technological level and ability to absorb new technologies
which has pushed Japan's economy from world war two, and since the future is
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uncertain, the Japanese economy is strong and still capable to cope with globalization.
The important notion is that correlation between R&D investments and GDP is not
dependent from the size of economy, but more from the structure of economy,
moreover no matter what is the size of the economy, business investments do present
majority of investments in R&D. The fact is that Triad economies present the major
players in global competitive race, but never the less within these major players are
companies that, by the amounts they invest into R&D activity, are the driving force
behind the process of research. The R&D investments are crucial to start researching,
but are not able to reduce by itself the high level of uncertainty that R&D carries,
therefore there is no meaning in just investing more into R&D process since output of
this process is highly uncertain, and therefore efficiency of the financial input is not
clear cut and only relative, but the key of the long-term growth and competitiveness is
putting efforts in finding the solution of how this uncertainty might be reduced and
handled. The answer is creating the process of research as good as possible in order to
transform the investments into new knowledge. Of course, the black box of research is
unpredictable since no one can tell the future with certainty, but creation of the
environment that acknowledges the research as the important determinant of
economic growth and competitiveness will bring the better conditions for the
transformation of investments into the new knowledge, and attract more companies to
the economy. Since the driving force behind the research activity, as well as of R&D
globalization, is the business sector, in order to understand what is better environment
for research, the first step has to be to identify which companies actually present the
major drivers of research process. Furthermore R&D internationalization shows new
changes, since new developing economies are entering into global competitive space
of world's economy.
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4. Economic Globalization
Economic globalization is the phenomena of the growing cross-border
interdependence and integration of production and markets for goods, services and
capital. The characteristics of this process is the widening of the level and form of
international transactions, also this process leads to a deepening of the
interdependence between the procedures of economic actions located in separate
countries. This process is probably best shown by the enormous increase in the
transnational flows illustrated by e.g. FDI and cross-boarder strategic alliances.
Globalization has had an impact on the proportional or location specific advantages
within different countries. It has also influenced on the competitive or owner specific
advantages (Dunning, J. H., 2004: 38-39). The subject of this section is by applying
the general theoretical framework offered through the OLI paradigm in order to
conduct a descriptive exploration of activities that shape international competition and
hereby leading to the economic globalization of R&D movements. These activities
will be Trans-National Companies’ (TNCs) R&D activity in the form of Foreign
Direct Investments (FDI), because FDI is the main way through which TNCs act. FDI
is not only the movement of capital, this is just one aspect of TNCs' cross-border
activity in their internationalization of production. This framework is used to explain
the factors why TNCs invest in foreign R&D, in order to identify some of their
incentives for investing in R&D at distant locations. The OLI paradigm is applied as a
theoretical operational framework, because tree conditions Ownership (O), Location
(L), and Internalization (I), gives an insight that allows the understanding of TNCs
and what can determine a company’s activities within diverse locations in the world.
The ownership advantage is a matter of how lucrative it is for the company to take on
some of its activities abroad. For the company it is a matter to locate or relocate links
from its own (O) value-chain activities in a localization (L) where some
characteristics are distinguishing that location which provides advantages that are
better situated internally (I) for the company than it would be for the company to
externalize its production, or part of production. There must be some kind of
advantages in countries that are hosts of TNCs' affiliates, which are making these
countries more favorable when TNCs' are reaching the decision where to locate its
affiliates (Dunning, J. H., 2004: 219-225). This means that for firms to move
geographically in order to maximize profits, the choice of location is a strategic
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consideration that makes geographical spatiality a main concern. With this
background understanding of the three conditions, where the O-condition is the
competitive advantages of the company, the L-condition is the advantages of
countries, and the I-condition is the focus on the cost of organizational coordination of
companies within internationalization. The framework suggests that companies will
consider these tree sets of variable conditions when they engage in FDI decisions, by
which it is possible to formulate a general operational understanding of international
economic FDI involvement.
4.1. Elevation of Competitive Global Sourcing
Increasing globalization has elevated the international integration of goods,
technology, labor and capital. While goods and capital markets integrate and the world
competition becomes constantly tougher, companies have started to increasingly use
outsourcing and other global strategic sourcing, and this has become ever-important
decision for companies to reach in order to cope with global competition. The
internationalization has been the most important driving force that is reshaping the
competitive environment for companies. Internationalization has traditionally
occurred through mechanisms of trade. The trade in merchandise and commercial
services does not necessarily involve or result in interdependence. This aspect of
internationalization has contributed to the next step and “new” element of
internationalization, namely the growth of FDI by companies and the advance of TNC
(Narula, Rajneesh, 2003: 1). In very general terms, it is more or less possible to state
that the forces that have been driving internationalization are trade and FDI. So
internationalization has occurred through these two mechanisms, which are forces that
reshape the competitive environment of businesses. Therefore it has become a matter
of how to exploit new business opportunities in other countries and hereby win the
advantage of the most efficient location for production activities. The implications of
FDI has contributed to the globalization of business, and FDI by companies have
made companies transnational trough a major integration of different operations, in a
widely spread set-up within different locations (Narula, Rajneesh, 2003: 1).
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The definition of TNCs that we will use in this report is adopted from Peter Dickens
categorization that says:
“A transnational corporation is a firm that has the power to coordinate and control
operations in more than one country, even if it does not own them”
(Dicken, Peter, 2003: 198)
This means that TNCs are much more than just characterized by FDI supporters and
players on the financial markets. This also opens up for opportunities to stretch and
deepening the understanding of TNCs contribution to the global economical process.
Furthermore the dynamic of TNCs has to be situated within the context of the basic
characteristics of capitalism. The basic circle of capitalism is understood trough the
law of capitalism. Capitalism drives the production wheels and is basically saying that
what comes out of the capitalistic production process is greater than what came in.
The circuit is in minimal terms saying that money is required to buy commodities in
the form of raw materials and labor, subsequently this will be added in the process of
production, which will attain a greater value in the form of a product. The product can
be sold for money, which then can take the next swing into the circuit of capital
(Dicken, Peter, 2003: 200). Furthermore time is an important factor for increasing the
surplus value, because by shortening the circulation period the process can start all
over more rapidly. Hence is also a matter of decreasing the period between the take off
and the return payment, and hereby achieving a minimal circulation period. This
framework for capitalism is a simple way of unfolding the dynamics of economic
development and a function of globalization (Dicken, Peter, 2003: 202). This also
emphasizes that this project is connected to context of an evolving global economic
market system, but with the focus on TNCs as agents within it.
To understand how globalization has altered the conditions of competition, we have to
include the fact that technological change and innovation are acknowledged almost
universally as determinants of globalization (Narula, Rajneesh, 2003: 2). Technology
is rapidly changing the world and/or the world is rapidly changing the technology. The
processes of globalization and technology appear to be reinforcing each other. These
inter-linking evolutionary processes have two fundamental features:
“First, they occur in historical time and are non-reversible. Second, they are about the
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creation of novelty […] Technology and globalization are both evolutionary, but it is
essential to emphasize that they are by no means synchronized. They are instead co-
evolutionary. That is, they represent different systems that are evolutionary, but are to
some extent interdependent. By extension, this implies that they are also to some
extent interdependent” (Narula, Rajneesh, 2003: 13).
One of the most global technological activities is the TNCs’, based in one country,
tendency to participate and/or carry out innovation in a host country. This
technological innovative involvement outside the home country of the TNCs’ is
indicated by the FDI tendencies, and the progress of movement of research and
development facilities to host countries. Both TNCs and countries call for various
technological competences, and this is somewhat responsible for the need for higher
R&D requirements.
In addition to the above described competitive forces following the market
liberalization it is now possible to focus on how TNCs transform in order to achieve
their objectives in the global competitive market space. Activities of TNCs are
connected to the technologies required at different stages of their value-chain. In the
following an insight into the value-chain based understanding of companies is
provided, because this links to the examination of how companies in conjuncture with
the forceful challenges of globalization, change their businesses. The technology
necessary at different stages in their production is ever increasing and the
interdependence between the technologies also tends to increase. Consequently inter-
company-coalitions of one kind or another follows and will be formed.
Companies act by economical rational and desire continually to achieve the profit
maximization. This mean that they make use of the most efficient production method
achievable and use the minimum required combination of factors in the production.
Representing a cost-reducing/efficiency-seeking motivation for maximizing the profit.
Companies contain implicit a notion of economical rational act. It is “The Economic
Man” that makes economical rational decisions and manages the industrialized
companies. This kind of logic in the companies has not been replaced, but the
importance has been downsized and is not regarded as the most decisive for the
companies continued existence, though it continuously will be vital.
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The value chain and here by the value relationship is the key reference for an
analytical understanding of competitive advantages. The value chain is created trough
a transforming of a set of inputs into a more sophisticated set of outputs. Internally in
a company there is a set of activities that is carried out in relation to the production of
a product or a service. These activities could be buying the supply of raw materials,
R&D, design, production, marketing, logistic, distribution, and service of the
company’s products, all of which creates value for the customers. This is what could
constitute a company’s value-chain. The value chain is to be understood as one where
the creation of value happens continuously for a commodity in every link and will be
accumulated on the way through the company’s value-chain activities. The companies
strategically challenges concerning the managing of the value-chain are related to
globalization and technology (Porter M. E., 1990: 40-45).
By having a focus on the company’s value-chain. The company will be able to
identify the focus areas in the company, which can be optimized and therefore seize an
existing opportunities to perform some activities or processes in a way that is better
than competitors do. This is a way to optimize the competitive advantages of the
company, where every link in the value-chain accumulated creates the company’s total
competition capability. The identification could naturally be extended and include a
range of other elements. This core understanding of the value-chain provide us with
the insight that the value link activities are the building blocks of competitive
advantages, and that the value-chain is a system of interdependent activities and not a
set of independent activities.
4.2. Factors That Shape International Competitiveness
The motives for companies to take advantages of international opportunities and to
make use of R&D spending through FDI, can be understood as “pull” and “push”
factors, which can be the key determinants, as well as explanatory, in order to identify
general business success. They can be divided into four broad dimensions in order to
differentiate a company’s motives to carry out foreign R&D. They are: 1) cost-
reducing/efficiency-seeking motives, 2) (human) resource-seeking motives, 3) market-
seeking motives, and 4) asset-seeking/knowledge-seeking motives (Hollenstein,
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Heinz, 2006: 3). Aligned with these dimensions it is possible to say that a company
probably combines some of their approaches to motives for performing foreign R&D,
and that different industries will priorities dominating motives distinctly from other
industries and their profiles. These notions open up for the understanding that it is not
possible to make a clear-cut distinction in defining the one vital element in the TNCs'
decisions concerning investment locations. What we must bear in mind, when we
objectively appraise TNCs' transnational production development, it is the importance
of TNCs' awareness concerning the drive of a complex combination and interaction of
“push”, reducing-cost/efficiency-seeking and resource-seeking motives, and “pull”,
market-seeking and assets/knowledge-seeking factors. TNCs constantly seek to
advance their competitive position by exploiting different locations diverse strengths
(WIR05: 28). In the following an insight and representation of the implicate logic of
these dimensions will be presented first through “push” then through “pull” factors.
4.2.1. Ownership
The companies when engaging in a global competition consider some owner specific
advantages compared to those of their competitors, which are important when they
reach the decision should they outsource or keep in-house some of their value-chain
based activities in the production system. The central decisions for the companies
have been the choice of make or buy. The question is weather the company should
produce the components in-house, or buy them from sub suppliers. In other words this
could also be seen as the challenges associated with managing the value-chain. The
main feature when buying components and/or services from specialized sub suppliers
is that the buying company has a better opportunity to specialize in fewer activities
within their own value-chain. The company can then better focus on the core
capabilities, where it will have the largest value increase in relation to its value chain.
These core capabilities are what the company is relatively good at, and are also very
decisive for the company’s long-term competitive advantages.
Companies have traditionally outsourced for resource-seeking motives, which are
“push” motives. The control of expenses has been the typical driver for companies to
do outsource. The ongoing developments of the globalization process have forced the
companies to reduce expenses, due to the developing countries workforce intensive
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competition capabilities. Trough the last decade, the outsourcing process has mainly
focused on how and where the same tasks could be done more cost-reducing/efficient-
seeking. Companies have been outsourcing various functions of their value-chain.
This has been the tendency for companies across a variety of industries and
geographies from the developed home country economies. When the companies have
identified a clear weakness in certain value chain activities, or where they are not
strong relative to competitors, outsourcing may have been an adequate solution.
When a company is evaluating weather to produce, certain functions or value-chain
activities, it stand in a strategically decision making process, where the foundation for
the decision has been an understanding of the factors of the company’s costs. This
cost-reduction and resource strategy is matters of focusing on the activities where the
company does not posses cost advantages, and then not undertake these activities and
outsource them and hereby achieving reduction in operating costs.
To have a sustainable and unique competitive advantage in now-days very unstable
business environments, the anticipation of the rapidly developing globalization
process is vital. That’s the reason why the ongoing globalization process has
contributed to a change on the global outsourcing market. Outsourcing has changed
into a phenomenon that is contributing to the development of the companies’ business
performance, and is no longer a matter of cost reduction, but it is also contributing to
the development and transformation of companies by shaping them to meet new
market challenges. The development of different kinds of intra-firms detaching
relationships and inter-firm coalitions are emerging at differing extents (Dunning, J.
H., 2004:218)
4.2.2. Motives for TNCs to Seek Out Innovative Locations
The importunities TNCs are motivated by, when engaging in foreign R&D can
roughly be divided into two dimensions of “pull” factors, the market-seeking and
assets/knowledge-seeking (Dicken, Peter, 2003: 208).
The market oriented production factor reflects TNCs international expansion to
individual national markets where the size, measured by the demand conditions and
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requirements, are sufficiently represented. The main consideration here is the income
per capita in the considered market. The purchasing power of the market is see able
trough the gross domestic product (GDP) per capita. As explored in section 3 the
demand level is largest in the geographical triad (United States, EU, and Japan) where
the purchasing power is high, and the demand for goods and services is rather reliable
and high. In this terminology, when the developing countries advance and there is an
increase in the GDP, the requirements and demand for products and services will too
increase, though the rule of elasticity of demand varies across different products. The
market orientated production dimension, forces the TNCs to be located inside markets
and that’s why they invest (FDI) in manufacturing and service industries. Hereby they
can design and show responsiveness to national, as well as, local specific geographical
market requirements in order for their products to be configured toward customers'
needs. (Dicken, Peter, 2003: 208).
The asset oriented production reasoning for moving from a national to an international
production strategy represents a complexity of conditions of the environment, which
TNCs most certainly will consider as vital determinants and reasons to engage, or
operate in an area. A mixture of assets is needed for the TNC to produce and market
its products. The motivation for asset-oriented production is very much based on the
local supply of qualified and efficient researchers, which in this context present “pull”
factor since new product development requires the combination and integration of a
diversity of specialized skills and knowledge. So the geographical variations in the
supply of high-educated workers are an important location specific factor. This too,
has to be considered in conjunction with the geographical differences in wage costs,
labor productivity, labor controllability and mobility (Dicken, Peter, 2003: 211). Now
day’s knowledge is widely regarded as the most important and major driver of change
in the economical landscape, that’s why the internationalization of R&D is on the
increase outside the Triad, because knowledge goes hand in hand with the rise of, for
instance, the East Asia economies as one of the major dynamic growth areas in the
global economy. Knowledge has facilitated an evermore-rapid development of new
and advanced technology, faster and cheaper ICT, cheaper transportation etc. This is
to be seen in conjuncture with the entry of market economies and the liberalization of
trade and financing.
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4.2.3. Exploration of TNCs' Engagement into New R&D Locations
The rush forward of R&D internationalization to new locations is according to the
WIR05 a logic consequence of:
“On the push side, intensifying competition, rising costs of R&D in developed
countries and the scarcity of engineering and scientific manpower along with the
increasing complexity of R&D, reinforce the imperative to specialize as well as to
internationalize R&D work. On the pull side, the growing availability of scientific and
engineering skill and manpower at competitive costs, the ongoing globalization of
manufacturing processes, and substantial and fast-growing markets in some
developing countries increase their attractiveness as new locations” (WIR05: 28)
This presents the sum up of potential reasons why TNCs are attracted to invest R&D
related FDI in some of developing economies. In the following, attention to this
innovation and knowledge inflows from R&D internationalization by TNCs will be
further explored. The innovation driven global competition and R&D globalization,
have traditionally been done by TNCs and their expectations that international
research and product development functions would deliver results. Generally TNCs
have been focusing on their R&D performance, because this activity provides the
company with the potential to remain competitive and profitable on the world scale.
The R&D function is becoming of greater significance due to the present, and
especially the future perspective of competitive situation in the world, because of
uncertainties and the speed of the diffusion of new technologies. Traditionally the
R&D function of the TNCs were the last and least function to assign out-house, but
due to the rapid development of technological capacities, TNCs' R&D operations have
been internationalized, but took place in developed economies. If R&D operations
took place in developing economies it was almost exclusively to configure products
and processes to the local conditions (WIR05: 99). This traditional and very cut down
understanding of the advancement in the internationalization of R&D seems to be
transcendent into the next trend (WIR05: 99).
There should be no doubt that the economic development of any economy depends on
the level of diffusion of knowledge and technology, and that the transition of an
economy into a market economy is a matter of the level of integration of new
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technologies. The new phenomenon of internationalization of R&D by TNCs is
happening due to the fact that some developing economies are attracting TNC
investments by embarking on the technology upgrading path.
As shown on the figure below TNCs are a dominant group of R&D actors and account
for a major share of the global spending in R&D.
Figure 12. R&D expenditure by selected TNCs and economies, 2002.
(Billions of USD)
According to the UNCTAD World Investment Report 2005, 700 largest companies, of
which at least 98% are TNCs, spend USD 310 billion in 2002. In 2003 this increased
further by more than 5% to USD 327 billion. These global players account for 46% of
the world total capital invested in R&D, and 69% of the expenditures from the worlds
business sector. Given the conservative estimate of a total of 70,000 TNCs in the
world (WIR05: 119). As figure 12 shows, some of the TNCs expend more than
various countries. The top ten of the TNCs spend well above USD 4 billion in 2002,
with Ford Motor on the top of the podium with USD 7,2 billion in 2002. As a
comparison a country like Finland, which was often regarded as very innovative R&D
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country, was spending USD 4,5 billion in 2002. Furthermore more than 80% of the
700 largest spending TNCs are respectively located in United States, Japan, Germany,
United Kingdom, and France. In the year 2003 more than a half of these large TNC
spenders, engaged in tree different industries; IT hardware, automotive, and
pharmaceuticals/biotechnology. Only 1% out of these 700 companies was located
within a developing economy (WIR05: 120).
The dynamic force behind the TNCs responsiveness to internationalize their spending
on R&D is to gain the access to the constantly increasing factors for gaining
competitiveness in the world economy, namely knowledge and technology. This
dynamic works in the same way that access to markets, and/or lowering costs of
production, did in the past (or earlier stage of industrial competitiveness). This is why
R&D is one of the last links in the value-chain to move abroad and has traditionally
been kept in-house behind closed doors. Other links such as production or marketing
has been outsourced and maybe moved abroad in previous competitive advancement
stages. Although internationalizing of R&D is not a new observable fact, the tendency
has increased for countries like United States, United Kingdom and some smaller
European countries, trough the last decade. For instance in Sweden the R&D spending
of the 20 largest TNCs rose quite slightly, from USD 5,1 billion in 1995 to USD 5,8
billion in 2003, but the degree of investments in R&D, by these companies, outside
Sweden increased from 22% to 43% (WIR05: 121). The way in which
internationalization of R&D can be draw up between different locations is numerous
and the stream can go both ways. R&D initiatives can be identified as acquisitions of
existing R&D units, or greenfield R&D investments in host countries, and joint
ventures of projects through the establishment of an alliance (WIR05: 122). The
nature of the relationship is matter of decisions between make, buy, or network
alternatives and the strategic thinking, as the basis of the arrangements is a matter of
how TNCs want to construct their competitive strategy.
Different surveys express the clear tendency that TNCs R&D is undertaken abroad.
The Western European TNCs are the most internationalized with a spending of 36%,
followed by the North Americans’ with 33% and the Japanese firms with 11% of their
R&D spending abroad (WIR05: 154). As illustrated in figure 13 an UNCTAD survey
conducted from November 2004 to March 2005, shows that 700 largest R&D
spenders on the average conduct 28% of their R&D investments abroad. Furthermore
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it shows that the European TNCs on averaged spend 41% abroad and that the average
degree of the TNCs in United States was below total weighted averaged with 24% and
that Japanese firms spend around 15%. This, more resent, survey indicates that the
internationalization of R&D is moving quite fast especially for some European TNCs
and that the trend of internationalizing R&D is in the process of continuing (WIR05:
123).
Figure 13. Degree of R&D internationalization by home region or country in the UNCTAD survey,
2004-2005 (per cent).
In the context of TNCs' internationalization of R&D, the European TNCs are
expanding the choice of new developing economies as the locality for their
investments. For instance is the largest Swedish TNCs share of R&D investment in
developing countries, this include the economies in the former eastern Europe,
increased from 2.7% in 1995 to 7.2% in 2003 (WIR05: 130). A survey conducted in
2005 of 1,554 German companies, showed that 28% of the respondents had R&D
units located in Asia (WIR: 130). In the year 1994 92% of United States R&D
expenditures by TNCs out of the country were sited in developed countries. By 2002
this had rolled back by 8-percentage point, with a decline of 11-percentage point in
EU and 3-percentage point in Japan. This last was almost entirely canalized to
developing economies in Asia. The increase of overseas R&D expenditure to the
developing economies rose form 7.6% to 13.5 (WIR05: 127-129).
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4.2.4. R&D in Developing Economies
The UNCTAD survey3 shows that the TNCs R&D is significantly located in the
developed economies, indeed the United States was in the lead by 58.8%, United
Kingdom is number two with 47.1%. Once more, the figure 14 present the
considerable critical attention to location of R&D in developing countries. China is
captivating a third position as foreign location of R&D. India lies on a sixth position.
The Russian Federation owes the position a number 19.
Figure 14. Current foreign locations of R&D in the UNCTAD survey, 2004
(per cent)
3 Explanatory note on the UNCTAD survey referred to in this chapter. “Between November 2004 and
March 2005, UNCTAD conducted a survey aimed at establishing the current patterns of
internationalization of R&D by the largest private R&D spenders. The population basis for the
survey was the R&D Scoreboard published by the United Kingdom Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI). Of the 700 top R&D spenders, UNCTAD contacted the leading 300 firms, which
account for more than 85% of all R&D by the top 700. In addition, all companies in the DTI
Scoreboard that were from developing, South-East European and CIS economies were invited to
participate in the survey even if they fell outside the top 300. This brought the number of
questionnaires sent out to 316. The response rate was 22% of the sample or 68 companies. The
relative low response rate was due to the fact that many firms are unwilling to participate in such
surveys as they consider information concerning their R&D activities too strategically sensitive to
be disclosed. Some potential shortcomings should be borne in mind. First, the reporting of R&D
may not always be done in the same way due t different notions of what R&D entails. Second,
some respondents may have omitted smaller R&D activities. Third, the United States is
underrepresented, although some of the largest United States R&D investors participated in the
survey” (WIR05: 124)
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The perspective offered by Figure 15 shows that the interest in the prospective R&D
is increasingly focused on the developing economies. The greatest and most
promising location opportunity is considered to be China, which 61.8% of responses
in the survey pointed out as target location for R&D expansion. Economical
developments and various related development factors in China therefore constitute a
further potential over forthcoming years for the establishment of R&D relations. India
gains a third position and is most probably on the path to become a pivotal player in
attracting R&D collaborations. The Russian Federation is achieving a very positive
response and has climbed up on the six positions as global destination.
Figure15.Most attractive prospective R&D locations in the UNCTAD survey, 2005-2009
(Per cent of responses)
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The deterioration of the developed countries as attractive locations for R&D is
perceptible. Although the prospect for United States seems to accomplish the position
as the second most attractive foreign location, with 41.2%, it is unquestionable an
altered position, USA has no more the leading position in being location for R&D.
In addition to this outlook is another perspective saying that 69% of the TNCs will
increase the location of R&D abroad, and 29% says it will stay the same. Only 2%
answer that their R&D spending abroad will decrease (WIR05: 152).
4.3. Summary of the Whole Section
This section has considered the most recent developments in the R&D related FDI
globalization trends. TNCs are dominating foreign R&D investors in quantitative
terms. It is important to note that the size of the companies seems to be a prominent
condition for engaging in foreign R&D. We have examined the possible motives of
TNCs' accelerated tendencies to locate R&D abroad in developing economies. Given
some of the developing countries recent economic performance and considerable
economic potential for further growth and development, there is a tendency that TNCs
are locating R&D in these areas for engagement in these developments, and especially
some Asian economic modernization and commercial expansion can be attributed to
these R&D flows. TNCs dominant role in setting up of overseas R&D interactions is
matters concerning the operational dynamics of R&D performance. It therefore
follows the logics of better-achieved efficiency in order to remain in favorable
competitive position. The strategic value of establishing R&D functions is a matter of
availability, price and/or quality of R&D suppliers, as well as important future
opportunities for R&D collaborations within the dynamic developing regions. Here
we can see that market-seeking/assets-seeking motives play substantials aspect for
choosing new R&D locations. The growing tendencies to locate R&D functions in
developing territorial spaces can be largely consequence of an advancing globalization
within the world economy. The trend is apparent for all developed TNCs' home
countries, where the Western European TNCs are reflecting that they are already
engaging largely in internationalizing R&D.
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5. Implications for R&D in the EU Business Sector
The way TNCs have changed their internationalization of R&D activities when it
comes to their choices of ownership, location, and organizational considerations have
undergone a most important alteration. The global competitiveness and the increase of
cross-boarder connection within TNCs innovative activities creates a new competitive
situation for the SMEs.
So far we have conducted a study focusing on the private sectors’ flagships, the TNCs,
which are having tendencies to engage in international R&D collaborations. The aim
of the study has not been to identify the different types of activities of which
internationalization of R&D is consisted, but the focus is more on the exploration of
the international knowledge aspect that drives the knowledge creating R&D activities.
FDI related R&D activities are the implicit driving forces and the source of the
constant maintenance of the competitive advantages for TNCs, as major players in the
present world.
We have seen that TNCs have the financial resources to drive R&D forward, on a
global scale, and that they are not constrained by the borders of the home country, but
that they engaged in new developing markets of the world. Through the
industrialization history, the competition has forced TNCs to focus on what were their
core capabilities, and due to this they have generated the ability for the different links
of their value-chain to be outsourced, or halfway house contracted. The establishment
of this different cooperation’s between TNCs and other companies is now also playing
a part of the transformation process that is regarding R&D activity in the globalized
manner. This reorientation opens up opportunities for new links between TNCs and
SMEs.
The SME and TNC relationship have been affected by the resent trends. This section
will focus on the relationship, which has been described as one of “dynamic
complementarities” (Dunning, John H., 2004: 178).
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5.1. Interrelation of TNCs and SMEs
We will outline some of the challenges and differences related to SMEs and TNCs
product development processes, in the light of globalizational and technological
aspects.
Globalization has intensified companies’ engagement in R&D networks. Today’s
products consists of the materialization of complex technologies, were diverse
knowledge is integrated and could be easily located all over the globe. This facilitates
the growing need and use of networks. It is even suggested that the companies’ ability
to stay competitive is more a matter of its capability to make the most out of its
external network than of its size (Narula, Rajneesh, 2002: 4). The competitive
advantages and differences between SMEs and TNCs, are usually addressed as a
matter were SMEs poses behavioral advantages over TNCs in accordance to their
flexibility when it comes to their ability to exploit their external networks efficiently,
as well as their ability to rapidly response to market changes. TNCs have the major
competitive advantages, compared with SMEs, on the scale of their material
advantages (Narula, Rajneesh, 2002: 4). These traditional assumptions seems to be
facing a breakdown, because of the significance that follows the internationalization
of R&D, where R&D activities also are a matter of managing global R&D processes,
which involve global coordination. Today’s increasing need for many-sided and
distinct technological capabilities, as well as the increasing globalization of these
activities, seems to be a disadvantage to the SMEs due to their capacity limitations.
This, because TNCs’ tendencies to internationalize their R&D functions also must
result in widening their external networks and mastering of their increased flexibility
throughout their dynamics of globalized R&D functions. This means that SMEs have
decreased possibilities to compete through their flexibility advantages, and their
challenge is to ensure their opportunities to collaborate and create interdependence
with TNCs (Narula, Rajneesh, 2002: 4-5).
The technological change is rapid, but mainly through incremental, rather than radical
innovation, thus innovation also tends mostly to be undertaken in applied research, or
in development, and rarely in basic research (Narula, Rajneesh, 2002: 6). This means
that technological development also seems to accelerate the customers’ wishes,
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leading to the continuous change in their demands, so customers expect new products
and services that implement new technologies; therefore it is essential to integrate
both the technological changes and the market changes in order to achieve
commercialized triumphs. This should be extended with addition that science
innovation also should create value for customers. The establishment of a clear
innovation process should is very important for companies, because innovation is
more than a straightforward process. It involves and requires the management and
diffusion of knowledge between the internal and external company coalitions. The
need for multiple technology competences is partly responsible for the need for higher
R&D resources, the response from the companies to greater knowledge requirement is
their engagement into strategic alliances, outsourcing, or half-way house of their R&D
activities.
5.1.2. Taxonomy of SMEs
The disadvantages that come due to SME's size limitations are probably enhanced
with increase of cross-border competition and the growing need for multiple
technology competences. There is not one form of SMEs that can be generalized,
apart from their variations in size; they also vary considerably in their value adding
activities. Also the different needs for knowledge content in production of new
products and services, means that large firms tend to need a broader range of external
competences than in the past. There has been an increased need for using SME's
competences from the side of larger firms, and therefore this has lead to increased use
of external networks for innovation by larger firms. It is possible to make distinction
between two broad types of SMEs: specialist supplier SMEs, and stand alone SMEs
(Donning J. H., 2004: 177-179).
The specialist supplier SMEs has their value-adding capability closely connected to
the larger firms through formal and informal collaboration. Their value-adding
capability is in intermediate faze of the value-chain activities of larger companies they
are connected to. One sub-type of SME in this (kieretsu SME) group possesses the
feature that it often subsidizes or complements R&D activities of TNC, as a part of
engagement TNC may provide, or subsidize capital, technology, and/or long term
contract to SME, and SME with this feature tend to be located in clusters. Other sub-
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type of SME in this group (knowledge-based SME) possesses the feature that it is
primarily engaged in R&D but not in production, its business foundation lays in
supplying specialized knowledge-based assets to TNC or other SMEs which cannot
afford to take in-house development of all possible technologies (Donning J. H., 2004:
178-179).
The stand alone SMEs produce final goods for atomistic markets or industrial
markets, and take most of their value-chain is kept in-house or coordinated with other
SMEs who are acting as specialized suppliers to them. These SMEs often operate as
larger firms in same sector, and are often in direct competition with larger firms. Their
limited resource capabilities force them to seek to outsource links of their value-chain
to other SMEs, or seek alliances with other firms in sale or marketing. SMEs within
this group focus their activities on specialization in technologies, where in spite of
smaller size and lack of scale effect, they could specialize in customer-configured
products. By this they relay on their greater flexibility in order to compete with larger
firms (Donning J. H., 2004: 179-180).
There is one more factor concerning SMEs, due to their smaller size and usual
specialization in one type of technology, SMEs possess more limited capability to
absorb broader range of technologies than their larger counterparts.
5.1.3. TNCs and Their R&DActivity
International R&D offers the great opportunities for TNCs to achieve, to maintain and
exploit their competitive advantages, but optimal utilization of these competitive
advantages depends on appropriate framework (Boutellier R., Gassmann O., Zedtwitz
M., 2000: 53).
There are different ways in which TNCs organize their R&D networks in response to
the internationalization of competition, the exact organization of these networks
exclusively depends upon the type of the industrial sector of which TNCs are part of,
their exact resource capabilities, and their innovation and R&D strategy. Based on the
study of 33 TNCs in the period from 1996 to 2000, R&D networks of TNCs differ
concerning the level in which TNCs disperse their internal competences and
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knowledge-bases to their R&D sites, as well as the level of cooperation between their
R&D sites (Boutellier R., Gassmann O., Zedtwitz M., 2000: 54). Internationalizations
of R&D could be mainly explained by two more recent types of organization of R&D
units by TNCs: R&D hub model, and integrated R&D network model.
The R&D hub model is decentralized R&D activity, in which R&D center of TNC is
distributing tasks to different R&D units located in any place in the world, and it
globally coordinates them. This model compared to other R&D models has a medium
level of cooperation between R&D sites, and a medium level of dispersion of internal
competences and knowledge-bases of TNC. The ability to coordinate R&D units gives
high efficiency in R&D activity, avoidance of duplicated R&D, exploitation of all
available strengths within R&D units and establishment of synergy of R&D units on
the level of TNC. It also bears high costs of coordination, and great time consumption
in coordination process followed with the danger that central directives can oppress
creativity and flexibility of R&D units (Boutellier R., Gassmann O., Zedtwitz M.,
2000: 61).
The integrated R&D network model is highly internationalized R&D activity, where
R&D units present actually separated R&D centers that are in partnership and
collaboration through the integrated network. Each of R&D centers has global
responsibility of competence centers for technological or product developments of
TNC. It has global efficiency in its ability to coordinate and information exchange
between R&D centers. It has the ability for learning across many R&D units located
on different localities in the world, and is based on the exploitation of local strengths
and capabilities of different R&D units. It therefore combines high level of
cooperation among R&D sites and high level of dispersion of internal competences
and knowledge-bases of TNC. It also bears the high costs of coordination and has
high complexity of institutional rules and decision processes (Boutellier R., Gassmann
O., Zedtwitz M., 2000: 65).
It has to be bared in mind that each of the different R&D sites, doesn't necessarily
need to be foreign affiliates of TNC, but might be SME which is in collaboration with
TNC.
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5.2. The Dominant Role of SMEs in the EU
According to the OECD in 2002 in the European Union majority of the companies is
consisted of SMEs with number of no less than 20 million, where as small enterprises
are considered enterprises with less than 250 employees. These companies are
providing employment to 65 million people, and are accounting for 99% of all
businesses and provide 53% of jobs. SMEs represent two-thirds of total employment
in the EU, which is a significantly greater share than in either the USA or Japan, both
of which find a much higher share of jobs in large companies. Within small
enterprises, total employment is split up between micro that are employing less than
ten employees, small that are employing up to 50 employees, and medium-sized
enterprises that are employing up to 250 employees. Turnover per enterprise is around
EUR 600 000 for SMEs, compared to a turnover of around EUR 255 million in large
enterprises (OECD- Small and Medium Enterprise Outlook 2002: 222).
SMEs, which are an important and large part of the EU's business sector, also posses
smaller resources and financial strength compared to the large enterprises, and
therefore they face specific problems when engaging into R&D activity, and therfore
disadvantaged in their ability to adsorb wider range of technologies compared to
TNCs. But in spite of SME's limited ability to engage into the innovative processes, if
we extend the definition of SMEs as the companies with up to 500 employees
(UNCTAD), according to the OECD these companies with fewer than 500 employees
account for the bulk of business R&D in Norway (55%), Poland (62%), Portugal
(67%) and Iceland (95%), where on the average in the EU the share is about 20%.,
about the same as in the USA, while in Japan SMEs account for only 7% of business
R&D. But never the less the importance of small firms in innovation is significant
since they are a source of constant renewal of technology, of technological
breakthroughs and of competitive pressures for their larger counterparts that are bound
to innovate to maintain their technological edge. Technology based SMEs play a
crucial role in radical innovation and the creation of new markets, though the roles of
small and large firms may vary across industries and across countries (OECD
“Science, Technology and Industry scoreboard- Towards a knowledge based economy,
2001 edition”: 26).
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Figure 16. Share of BERD preformed by SMEs (%), 2002 (1) (COM- “The Key Figures 2005 on
Science, Technology and Innovation” page 39).
As shown in the figure above SMEs according to the DG Research, are performing
22% of business R&D in 2002 in the EU and they are presenting a higher share of
BERD, than SMEs in the US and Japan. It has to be noted and kept in mind that only
tentative points can be made due to the fact that the statistical data are different and
are related with some uncertainty between them, but they illustrate the same picture,
which is sufficient to continue the line of reasoning. It is noticeable that according to
the DG Research's survey, countries that are characterized by a relatively high
participation of SMEs in business R&D have low business R&D intensities (new EU
member states), while countries with low concentrations of business R&D in SMEs
(like Sweden, France, Germany, Austria, Japan and the US) have higher business
R&D intensities. This correlation is the usually consequence of the fact that countries
with low R&D intensities and relatively less developed research systems often lack
the minimum scale to host large R&D intensive companies, therefore they face
predominance of SMEs in their total business R&D expenditure. Though it is
interesting that the correlation of low R&D intensity and high participation of SMEs,
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is not the case with Denmark, which has the third highest R&D intensity in the EU
that is mostly driven by SMEs, and it could be interpreted in a way that R&D
expenditure in SMEs is supporting higher R&D productivity. Also in the EU high
concentration of R&D within SMEs might be able to step out of the low intensity of
BERD if the R&D input is more efficiently applied in companies' product
development (COM- “The Key Figures 2005 on Science, Technology and Innovation:
38-39).
Figure 17. Publicly funded R&D executed by SMEs in the business sector as % of total BERD, 2002
(1) (COM- “The Key Figures 2005 on Science, Technology and Innovation” page 40)
Compared to the large enterprises the SMEs are having limited financial resources and
therefore are more dependent on public support that provides inputs for their
innovation programs, but just boosting the input by public funds is not enough since it
doesn't necessarily create a qualitative innovative process. As shown in the figure
above the EU has publicly funded R&D that is executed by SMEs of 1.8% compared
to total BERD, while in USA this correlation is 1.2% due to the factor that in the USA
there is a lesser dominance of SMEs. From the EU member states Poland has highest
ratio of 14.3% publicly funded R&D executed by SMEs in business sector as % of
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total BERD, and also Poland is ranking for 38% of BERD financed by SMEs, and has
R&D intensity as ratio of BERD as % of GDP of 0.56 according to the European
Commission's report “The Key Figures 2005 on Science, Technology and
Innovation”. This is the consequence that public support is not used efficiently by
SMEs in Poland. We can see that the SMEs' ability to exploit public funded R&D is
also a matter of SMEs' ability to absorb and efficiently apply knowledge in their
production process, therefore it is not just a matter of financial inputs it is a matter of
member states' industrial sectors' ability to absorb knowledge, and that government
support is correlated so it can enhance the absorption of knowledge in the industrial
sectors (COM- “The Key Figures 2005 on Science, Technology and Innovation: 38-
39).
5.3. Summary of the Whole Section
This section has highlighted some consequences of the R&D globalization among the
business sector, and the reality of this global R&D environment for the SMEs and
TNCs. The competitive advantage seems strongly to be affected with the rise of the
need for various technological competences both for SMEs and TNCs. The
identification of the relationship between SMEs and TNC as interdependence between
various activities along and across the value-chains seems, in the light of the new
trends, to affect the possibilities for SMEs to collaborate and undertake specialized
dimensions of the TNCs innovation process, which TNCs do not regard as a core
capability, but if there is a case of strong collaboration between SME and TNC even
these core capabilities might be transferred to SME, if it is a part of integrated R&D
network of TNC. This gives SMEs a competitive advantage in supplying production
activities for TNCs, and compensates for other disadvantages that come from the
smaller size of SMEs compared to TNCs. The challenges for SMEs is that technology
and knowledge now moves freely and rapidly across national boundaries, meaning a
rise of acquiring interrelation within technology development and innovative activity,
to the competitiveness of firms. The implication for SMEs is that the innovation
driven global economies are demanding increased technology advancement, this
affect SMEs' need for additional resources in order for them to maintain a progress in
continual upgrade of their activities. Since most of the business sector in EU is
consisted of SMEs, this calls for initiatives in the EU to strive for complementary
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relationships between firms in order to increases the range of their capabilities so they
might cope with the challenge of internationalization of R&D and connect to the
globalized R&D activity in the world.
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6. R&D in the EU - The Challenges of Policy Goals
The vision for the European Union is clear. The European Union shall become the
most dynamic and knowledge based competitive economy in the world. The road goes
from knowledge to competitiveness and growth. Obviously this vision has to be
followed by actual policy action, but no policy decision will be able to create business
innovations. Policy makers can create the necessary foundation that will enable EU to
achieve its goal and fulfill the vision. Through out the different sections we have
explored that there are various factors, which influence the process of knowledge
creation and that knowledge is encumbered with uncertainty. Furthermore does the
complexity of the process also require mutual reinforcement of the different factors
within the process if the potential of becoming a knowledge economy shall be
exploited? In accordance with this complexity of impacting factors the European
community has adopted the model of the knowledge process. This model provides a
overview of the complexity of the knowledge “infrastructure” where all factors plays
a part in order for possible achievement of the competitiveness and growth result.
With the starting point in the knowledge system this section will study the
community’s actions in order to achieve this vision. An insight into why this is lifted
up on a community level will lead to the study of the policy goals that are
corresponding with the knowledge system. The EU presents a complex mixture of
formulated community guidelines and those directly in conjunctures with the focus for
our argumentation is selected and is subjected to examination. The point of our
argument is that the process of economic globalization is important for EU’s
competitiveness and growth. This fact provides a well-situated rationale for the
continuance of the support of R&D activities. The community interventionist
approach must contain the elements of encourage international competitiveness of
companies, that present the driving force of R&D activity. The promotion of R&D
instruments will be considered in relation to what extent they include the globalization
of R&D perspectives and take these trends into account. In other words are they
designed to stimulate and attract innovation and technological development?
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6.1. Knowledge System Model - The Starting Point to Create Growth and
Competitiveness of the EU Economy
There are many factors that can influence the performance of R&D, of which only one
is investment into R&D. This is due to the fact that research and development is large
area full of complexity and to it can be regarded as the process of production of
knowledge and therefore it goes beyond just the financial flows. This is leaving a
problem how to approach to this area and identify all factors of importance.
If we consider research and development as the process of production of knowledge
then we can regard to it as the essential part of a larger area that presents the science,
technology and industry. The science, technology and industry is relaying on several
blocks that are interconnected and due to this difficult to separate and observe as
singularities. These blocks are consisted of science and scientific achievements that
are crating foundations for applying science in technology and technological
innovations, which are altogether dependent upon the structure of industry that is
applying scientific achievements through technological innovations. Connected to the
science and technology industry are factors of available human resources, the
structure of the labor markets, educational system and training of workers, and
financial system. In this reasoning the science, technology and industry are essential
in determination of technological level that will allow economy to become more
productive, and therefore create growth of existing economy which will lead to
increased competitiveness and creation of more jobs since the needs of an economy
for working force becomes larger due to the size of the economy, this further leads to
increased standard of living. All these factors together present a knowledge system,
and by regarding these factors in conjecture with the different institutions within a
country that contribute to the production, diffusion and utilization of knowledge, it is
possible to identify the main building blocks of this system. The central part of the
system as it is previously described is science, technology/innovation and industry but
are not sufficient to ensure economic growth, competitiveness and job creation, cause
the education and training system, human resources and the labor market, and the
financial system all are impacting the performance of Science-Technology-Industry
triangle. Therefore, the performance of an economy cannot depend only on how the
individual institutions perform in isolation, but also on how they interact with each
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other. Also national systems have developed in different ways in the course of time
and different conditions were influencing this development, as also different national
preferences, therefore the characteristics of the knowledge system of a country are
rather specific. The knowledge system is presented on the figure below
(Commission's report “Key Figures 2005 on Science, Technology and Innovation-
Towards a European Knowledge Area”, page 17).
Figure 18. The “Knowledge System”, its various constituting blocks and interrelation between them
(COM “Key Figures 2005 on Science, Technology and Innovation- Towards a European Knowledge
Area”, page 17)
The whole previous understanding of the process of research and development as the
part of knowledge system that is consisted of interconnected blocks, presents the
starting point of the European Commission's approach to the analysis of the problems
connected to research and development in the report “Key Figures 2005 on Science,
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Technology and Innovation- Towards a European Knowledge Area”.
The knowledge system presents the way of understanding which factors can affect the
different blocks of the science, technology and industry triangle, but the knowledge
system is not providing sufficient amount of innovative output by itself, because the
knowledge system has to be configured into the real world by establishment of
innovation systems. Where the knowledge system is to be considered as the system
that is covering the whole member state, while innovation systems are to be
established within different industrial sectors covering the whole national industry or
production. This implies the importance of the public policy regarding the R&D in
order for the knowledge system to be configured into innovation systems by creations
of the national innovation system within the member states of the EU, where national
innovation system (NIS) is the governance of innovation systems through the policy
objectives, and presents the reason for the government intervention in setting the
policy goals in establishing the playground for the innovative collaborations between
the blocks of knowledge system. These NISs of the member states are afterwards
through the benchmarking and cooperation of the OMC coordinated into the European
Innovation System.
6.2.The Lisbon Strategy and The Open Method of Coordination
When the Lisbon strategy was launched by the European Council in 2000 it was as a
result of the elaboration of the new challenges the European Union was facing. These
challenges, among others, were the globalization and the increasingly faster
technological changes. Since the time of the launching of the Lisbon Strategy is has
been advanced into different common objectives and different common actions in
order to improve the three dimensions of the strategy that are; economical, social and
environmental. The Lisbon Strategy consists of three so-called pillars4:
1. Knowledge-based economic development
2. Making EU the most competitive economy on the Global arena
3. Securing social cohesion and sustainable environmental development
Some of the policies related to these pillars have been using the more traditional
4 Lisbon European Council conclusions, 2000
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modes of governance within the EU. It have been the aim of harmonization of
national policies through traditional instruments, such as legally binding legislation;
directives, regulations, and community programs such as the Framework-programs,
but also the new Open Method of Coordination (OMC) has been applied and extended
to policy areas related to these pillars, like research and science policies.
The OMC methodological approach is applied as an alternative to the traditional
community method, where all Member States fits one size. The reason for applying
OMC to research and science policies, or policies focusing on knowledge and
innovation is because of the up lift of these policy areas to the European Community
level. This presents a shift because research was previously dealt with sole on a
Member State level. The reason for this policy area is to be lifted by the whole
community, it to develop a mutual understanding of the problems EU is facing on the
research issues. The OMC is also applied in order to create mutual recognition and
understanding of the differences between Member States’ problems and policies in
this area. By other words the creation of common knowledge on this subject. In
addition to this is the OMC functional because juxtaposition between Member States’
different research policies and strategies is more or less unattainable, due to huge
differences in structure and the way in which Member States are institutionalized. So
the old fashioned deregulation on national level and re-regulation on European
Community level would face huge barriers. The Lisbon Strategy introduction of the
OMC is the attempt to cross the demarcation line between of what is a policy matter
on Member State level and Community level. The logic carrying this method is the
ability to exchange information and about the different practices, as well as creating
potential for multiplication on best practice and mutual learning. The basic elements
ass defined by the Lisbon Council, involves the following elements5:
1. Fixing guidelines for the Union with specific timetables for achieving the
goals that they set in the short, medium and long terms.
2. Establishing, where appropriate, quantitative and qualitative indicators and
benchmarks against the best in the world and modified to the needs of
different Member States and sectors as ways of comparing best practice.
3. Configure these European guidelines into Member States policies by
setting specific targets and adopting measures, taking into account national
5 Lisbon European Council conclusions, 2000, paragraf 37.
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and regional differences.
4. Periodic monitoring, evaluation and peer review organized as mutual
learning processes.
By other words, the OMC’s soft law mechanisms is an instrument that has the ability
to place pressure on Member States that are performing unsuccessfully in reforming
or transforming their nations for achieving the Lisbon goals by single them out. At the
same time this comparison making between Member States is aiming at assisting pure
performance or at least making the Member States work more efficiently on preparing
their societies to the new challenges of globalization and the new competitive
pressure. As a result, the object with OMC is better convergence of Member States,
national research policies, so the process of achieving the goals by 2010 could be
reachable.
6.3. Reforming Lisbon to Face New Challenges
Knowledge and innovation are main anchor points of the revision of the Lisbon
strategy, which should transform the EU into world's leading knowledge-based
economy. As explored in section 4 of this report, the world landscape is changing with
the appearance of developing economies as competitive players. The European
Union's competitiveness is a matter of creation of a strategy that takes the new
strategic challenges seriously. In the following part we will present the main
components in the Commissions understanding of how to face the globalization and
the new competitive pressure, and how they distinguish the transition of EU into a
knowledge intensive economy.
As explored in section 3 of this report the dynamics of the knowledge creation puts
forward the insight that knowledge creation is progressively taking place on a global
level. To make business and research more competitive the engagement in
international collaboration of R&D is becoming increasingly vital. The Commission
and the Member States knowledge policies may not by the policy makers be
considered within the perception of a national knowledge system. If this is the
situation, then they might not be able to couple on to the knowledge
internationalization, and be effective in their future support of knowledge and creation
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of innovations.
The revision of the Lisbon strategy is presented through The Integrated Guidelines
For Growth and Jobs (2005-2008), and these guidelines are consisted of policy goals
which address the priorities of the EU in the following years. Policy goals are aiming
to facilitate the transformation process of the EU toward competitive knowledge-
based economy, with a particular focus on economic growth, competitiveness and job
creation. Policy guidelines are divided into three dimensions:
I. Macro-economic guidelines that are aiming at creating conditions for
growth and jobs, by establishing well functioning macro-economic euro
area (COM 2005, 141 final: 13-18).
II. Micro-economic guidelines that are aiming at making the EU more
attractive region for investment, for facilitating business climate, and for
knowledge creation and innovation (COM 2005, 141 final: 18-23).
III.Employment guidelines that are aiming at attracting more people into
employment, reform the social protection through the flexibility of labor
markets, and increase investments in human capital through better
education and skills. This set of guidelines presents institutional dimension
concerning labor market (COM 2005, 141 final: 24-31).
Within the Integrated Guidelines For Growth and Jobs 2005-2008 we focus on the
micro-economic set of guidelines. These guidelines can be divided into two sub-
dimensions:
1. Guidelines concerning the establishment of the framework that encourages
incentives of enterprises to establish businesses and engage into business
investments. These guidelines are providing companies with a necessary set
of rules that will enable the companies to participate in competitive
business environment.
2. Set of guidelines aiming to promote innovations through investment in
knowledge and enhancement of innovation activity among companies.
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6.4. Establishment of the Business Environment
Guidelines concerning the establishment of the framework that encourages incentives
of enterprises to establish businesses and engage into business investments, have the
rationale of the creation of the attractive business environment by strengthening
internal market and removing obstacles for its efficient functioning. The overall idea
is to create and ensure better conditions for businesses operating in the EU, by
ensuring competitive environment for enterprises. These guidelines are:
· Guideline number 7: To extend and deepen the Internal Market (COM
2005, 141 final: 19).
· Guideline number 8: To ensure open and competitive markets (COM 2005,
141 final: 19-20).
· Guideline number 9: To create more attractive business environment (COM
2005, 141 final: 20).
· Guideline number 10: To promote more entrepreneurial culture and create a
supportive environment for SMEs (COM 2005, 141 final: 20-21).
· Guideline number 11: To expand and improve European infrastructure and
complete agreed priority cross-border projects (COM 2005, 141 final: 21).
Policy goals within these guidelines are aiming to establish competitive and dynamic
framework for the industrial sectors of the EU, and are especially aiming to enable the
start-ups for new businesses and better information access for the companies. All
these policy goals are set to provide and regulate good functioning and competitive
business environment by supportive framework from which all companies, including
both SMEs and TNCs, operating in the EU should benefit. The good functioning and
competitive business environment will facilitate business investments and contribute
to the companies' engagement in innovation, as it was already explained through the
logic of competitiveness in section 3 of this report.
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6.5. Policy Goals Aiming To Promote Innovation and Knowledge for
Competitiveness and Growth
Within the Integrated Guidelines For Growth and Jobs 2005-2008, the group of the
guidelines concerning knowledge and innovation for growth is consisted of policy
goals that are aiming at R&D activity, and these goals are by policy makers of the EU
considered as the key to unlock the potential of reaching competitiveness and
economy growth in the EU. There are four guidelines in this sub-dimension of micro-
economic guidelines:
· Guideline number 12: To increase and improve investment in R&D (COM
2005, 141 final: 21-22).
· Guideline number 13: To facilitate innovation and the take up of ICT (COM
2005, 141 final: 22-23).
· Guideline number 14: To encourage the sustainable use of resources and
strengthen the synergies between environmental protection and growth
(COM 2005, 141 final: 23).
· Guideline number 15: To contribute to a strong industrial base (COM 2005,
141 final: 23).
In this part we will analyze do these policy objectives correspond to the new
challenges that rise from the trend of internationalization of R&D activity, as already
mentioned throughout sections of this report. There are two groups of policy goals in
this set of guidelines: first group of policy goals is aiming to increase spending on
R&D in the EU to 3% of GDP, and second group of policy goals is aiming at different
blocks of the knowledge system model in order to improve these blocks.
6.5.1. Centrally Set Goal of Increasing the Spending on R&D to 3% of GDP
The decision of increasing the R&D expenditure to 3% of GDP by the year 2010 in
the EU presents centrally-set target that aims at establishing uniformity in how much
different Member States of the EU should spend on R&D. Before we continue in our
discussion we need to roll back one step and explain the need of government support
in research and development projects as in the EU as in the rest of the world. Perhaps
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it looks like a rather trivial question, but when we stop for a moment and ask
ourselves is there any need for government intervention in this field when there is
large focus on the factor of competitiveness, isn’t it then better to leave to the market
mechanism to fluctuate and leave the best players on the field, and if government
should at all intervene how it should? This is inescapable discussion we need to bring
up and elaborate at least for a while due to this centrally set target that the EU should
reach intensity of R&D investments of 3% of GDP till the year 2010, of which 2%
should come from private sector while 1% should come from public sector.
There are three reasons for non-optimal allocation of resources that were identified by
Kenneth Arrow: indivisibility, inappropriability and uncertainty. Where, we will
consider research and development, or the innovative activity, as the production of
knowledge. Focus will be given on elaboration upon uncertainty because the central
question we always ask is how much uncertainty in the economical process exists. In
the perfect world where the market for all commodity options exists where certain
state of nature is present, firms know its output for any given set of input; the income
of consumers that derived from their sail surplus, including in this labor, which they
use to purchase commodity-options in order to maximize their utility is completely
distributed to firms and by this equilibrium is reached on all commodity-option
market. On the market for all commodity-option we achieve optimal allocation of risk
for all members of economy, and this detects differences in resources and tastes for
risk bearing that are in this case separated economic functions. So by this the use of
inputs is not constrained by unwillingness or inability to bear risk. In other extreme,
where no provision for allocating risks exist, a firm makes input decision, output is
determined by the inputs and state of nature, prices then are set to clear market and the
prices that will finally prevail will be a function of the state of nature. In this case
firms cannot escape from any risk bearing, therefore any unwillingness or inability to
bear risks will as the result has non-optimal allocation of resources that will lead to
discrimination against any risky enterprises. Since in the real world the market for all
commodity-option does not exist it will lead to non-optimal allocation of resources
though the economic system of the real world has devices for shifting risks they are
limited and imperfect and enhancing their ability to shift risk is possible but the moral
factor will create limits of their potential. The fact about the process of research and
development is that it is devoted to the creation information and since it is a risky
process it is bound to be discrimination against investments in this field. The moral
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factor will have heavy weight on any kind of insurance against failure in developing
new product since it will significantly weaken incentives to succeed, and the only way
within the private enterprise system to minimize this problem is to conduct R&D
function by large corporations with many parallel projects, which are small in scale
compared to the net revenue of the corporation, going on. By this corporation acts as
its own insurance company, but this is feature of only large companies which leaves
any SME aside and even in this case the profitability of research. Therefore we expect
a free enterprise economy to underinvest in research and development due to the fact
that it is risky process, product can be appropriated only to a limited extent due to
difficulties to construct the system of property rights that would include full
appropriability of innovative process and still be at all tolerable, and increasing
returns in use. Also underinvestments will be greater for basic research6 that comes
from the definition of this sort of innovative activity and huge risk it is bearing. All
this explains the basic need for government or non-profit agency support of the
research and development in order to reach optimal allocation of resources to research
and development, but these support in with the aim to compensate for under-
allocation of resources to research and development leaves the problems of
determination of the amount of resources that shall go to R&D functions, and the way
to encourage the efficiency of R&D when government intervenes.7 (Arrow J. Kenneth
in “The Rate and Direction of Inventive Activity” 1962: 609-625).
When we go a bit further and take in account the basic research that presents
foundation of technological development with the property of being far away from
market place and achieve profitability for firms in short run, but the other side of the
coin is that exactly from this type of research very important achievements come, it is
very clear that due to uncertainty of this research in pursuit of financial gains for
many firms, including large corporations, presents great obstacle. This is great
obstacle due to the fact that risks of research coming to dead end, or even when
successful the chance that well adjusted and fast rival could be quicker in harvesting
6 Definition of basic research by Frascati Manual: “experimental or theoretical work undertaken to
acquire new knowledge of the underlying foundation of phenomena and observable facts without
any particular application or use in view“ (OECD, Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development “The measurement of Scientific and Technological Activities” (Frascati Manual)
(Paris:OECD)- in Stubbs Peter reference as OECD,1993a: 29)
7 For more detailed explanations concerning economic devices for shifting risks, the problems of
creation of market for information, and discussion concerning incentives to innovate under the
competion and monopoly look at the Kenneth J. Arrow's article ”Economic Welfare and the
Allocation of Resources for Innovation” in the book ”The Rate and Direction of Inventive Activity:
Economic and Social Factors” published by Princeton University Press in 1962.
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the benefits are extremely high. Also due to the fact that it is usually needed long time
and money to apply the advances that come from basic research to sale-able products
it leaves it in the great disadvantage compared to short-term developments that payoff
quickly. The feature of government is that it can pool these risks by the fact that they
are usually bigger than its national companies and it has the ability to focus on the
long term benefits that are more see able from social aspect than private enterprise
aspect, since the government doesn't care which company will exploit research
findings as long as they are exploited. The other bonus of public funding of basic
research is that it can be more open compared to the private research body that would
want to maintain property rights. Indivisibility also creates further restrains since
when markets are indivisible the problems of assessing the demand and in securing
payment arise, where public research program can bring benefits to the whole
community, but individuals can enjoy its benefits without making any contribution to
the costs due to free riding, which leaves as the best solution to fund and operate the
program from the community level. But indivisibilities can also occur in the process
of research where in the environment consisted of many small producers that
singularly cannot afford research and technical development facility, either due to lack
of financial resources, expertise or incentives, in this case permanent or temporary
government support that establishes centralized R&D function with levy on users can
solve the problem. Government has the ability to compensate for imperfection of
private markets that restrict the funds available to R&D by establishing mechanisms
that target provision of funds to R&D, which is quite useful in promoting venture
capital to technologically orientated SMEs, plus government can fund communication
system on scientific and technological especially where there are conflicts of safety
concerning the use of new technology. As the bottom line when we exclude just pure
economical rationale and include the view that the sciences achievements present a
manifestation of advanced civilization with justifiable ethics of its own, where science
is not just regarded as investment decision but involves the elements of desirable
consumption that comes from prestige gained by possessing technological
achievements this gives the strong incentives for government to support scientific
development since private enterprises are unable to perceive this dimension (Stubbs
Peter 2005: 41- 44).
By previous we have seen that there are strong reasons for government support to the
R&D, if nothing less than for basic research. The public support for R&D constitutes
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an incentive for private enterprises to set their own R&D function and due to this to
enlarge investments in R&D, because it reduces their marginal costs, boosts the
efficiency by covering the costs and makes private profit. But contrary to this logic
the public support also might reduce the private incentives to invest in R&D because
if the public funds are given as addition to the private firms that have already
provided, or anyway would provide expenses for their R&D function, it might have as
an effect the reduced need for companies own investments, plus it might serve as the
complete tool for shifting risk to the side of government that will lead to the decreased
efficiency of the research process.
Due to the previous theoretical understanding of reasons for the government
intervention and also the problems that governments face when they intervene in
R&D activity, the uniformed policy goal of increasing the R&D spending to 3% of
GDP that is set by the EU, bears a large number of problems. The rationale behind
setting this policy goal is saying that knowledge accumulated through the investments
in R&D is a key driver of long-run growth (COM 2005, 141 final: 21), but the
Member States (MS) that already exceed the target of 3% are not at all affected by this
rationale, therefore the actual policy goal, which is setting one size of expenditure for
all MS of the EU, is not corresponding to the idea of facilitating the long-term growth
of economies of the MS of the EU through the accumulation of knowledge through
the investments. There is also another problem with the uniformed goal, which is that
different industrial sectors have different requirements for the supply of knowledge
dependent on the actual structure of these sectors, since these sectors create the
structure of the economy of one state, and the structure of economies largely varies
from one member state to another, it is leading to the result that different economies
have different requirements for the supply of knowledge that is depending on the
actual structure of different economies within MS of the EU. Therefore if investments
exceed the actual requirement of the economy, they will not be captured by the
industry's capability and the investments won't have the accumulation effect of
knowledge, which will result in devising new applications, but instead, investments
will become unnecessary expenditures. Furthermore this goal is in contradiction to
the OMC, since instead of relaying on benchmarking within different member states
and promotion of the best practice due to diversities among member states'
economies, it sets high burden without clear benefits on the MS that are lagging
behind and are not able to absorb this amount of spending on R&D due to their lower
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ability to absorb new technologies. Plus, this centrally set target neither follows the
logic of increasing the investment climate set within the first group of guidelines
aiming to establish flexible and competitive business environment.
6.5.2. Policy Goals Aiming To Improve Innovation
Within this group of guidelines the EU has set policy gaols that aim at the heart of the
knowledge system, the science-technology-industry triangle, by focusing on the
business sector that is within the industry structure, and enforcing this block with
other factors from supporting blocks outside of the science-technology-industry
triangle. There are four groups of the goals:
1) Group aiming for member states to strengthen industry structure.
2) Group aiming to improve R&D environment within industry structure with
the use of financial system.
3) Group aiming to improve R&D environment within the industry structure
through human resources and education.
4) Group addressing the innovation-technology anchor of the science-
technology-industry structure triangle of the knowledge system.
6.5.3. Group Aiming For Member States to Strengthen Industry Structure
The group aiming to strengthen industry structure is consisted of policy goals that are
aiming ensure that companies are operating in a sufficiently competitive environment
within the EU, which will enable more innovations within companies due to
competitive race they will be in; and strengthen poles and centers of excellence, by
which is meant highly innovative clusters consisted of companies within the industry
structure (Guideline No. 12, COM 2005, 141 final: 22). Also in this group of policy
goals fall goals that are aiming to contribute to the strong European industrial base
that should be achieved by the reorientation of the industrial sector toward newer and
higher productivity growth sectors, and increasing the capacity to develop and market
new technologies. The major objective is to address research, regulatory and financing
challenges at the EU level (Guideline No. 15, COM 2005, 141 final: 23). This set of
policy goals aims directly at the industry structure anchor of the science-technology-
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industry triangle of the knowledge system as shown in the picture below.
Figure 19. Knowledge system affected by policy goals aiming to strengthen industry structure
6.5.4. Group Aiming To Improve R&D Environment within Industry Structure
by Usage of Financial System
The group aiming to improve R&D environment within industry structure with the
use of financial system is consisted of policy gaols to: improve effectiveness of public
support for R&D; and making the better use of support mechanisms, such as fiscal
measures to leverage private R&D (Guideline No. 12, COM 2005, 141 final: 22 ).
Furthermore from policy goals that require of MS to aim their policies to improve
access to finances in order to increase creation and growth of innovative enterprises,
enable affordable and clearly defined intellectual property rights, as well to facilitate
support services for SME, and also facilitating transfer of knowledge transfer through
the FDI (Guideline No. 13, COM 2005, 141 final: 22-23).
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Intellectual property rights present the important factor that establishes incentives for
the companies to engage in R&D, since as we have seen the inapprorpiability of the
inventive activity presents a restrain for investments in R&D process that has a strong
reflection to the incentives of any private enterprise in reaching the decision to engage
in R&D activities. This restrain can be shifted by patent systems as a part of
intellectual property rights (IPR) regulations that allows partial appropriability of
invention, but also the the patent system regulations are different as from one country
to another, as from one industry to another that depends from the level of
appropriability of invention that is required according to the costs of research. When
the theme intellectual property rights and patent systems is raised, the question should
knowledge at all be patented comes. This question is extremely logical and it comes
from the fact that process of research presents production of knowledge that is
actually form of useful information concerning phenomena that was observed, which
in a way presents public goods and idealistically it should be available free of charge.
But in the real world full appropriability of knowledge is not possible nor desirable,
also non existence of partial appropriabilty obtained through the property rights would
at a large extent kill incentives for private enterprises to engage in research, therefore
the property rights are inescapable reality of the real world and they are regulated
through the patent systems, and it is not the purpose of this report to go into the
differences concerning the exact regulations of patenting the invention, nor is the
question of should knowledge be patented at all. What is of concern is to show
economical rationale concerning the patent system and its importance. From
economical rationale patent systems brings the protection to the successful innovative
activity undertaken by private enterprise especially in the industrial areas that bear
high costs of innovation such as pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry, but the
other side of the coin is that attaining a patent grant is also costly. In order for the
originator of a innovative activity to attain property rights he has to apply for a patent
grant usually to national patent office and bear the costs of application, back draw of
the attaining national patents is also that it is limited to national regulation that differ
from country to country. So the company when it is reaching the decision of applying
for a patent grant first it has to in a way calculate a cost and benefits of its application
and reach the decision in which countries it will attain the patent rights for innovation.
Now this limited way of appropriating new knowledge for originator of invention has
a back draw of not being free of charge and therefore certainly affects its incentives to
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engage in research, and forces him to reach a financial decision concerning the way to
protect its invention. The companies will face the financial drain proportionate to the
number of countries in which they want to attain patent, due to this large corporations
have an upper hand when they engage in process of research, and this upper hand
comes from large financial backbone that they posses which allows them to attain
patents in different countries, while SME that are technology orientated will face quite
large financial difficulties if they want to attain patent rights in more than in one
country. When we focus to the EU, there is twenty five member states that posses
different regulations concerning patents, if a company would wish to attain patent for
whole European Union it would have to apply in all member states and bear costs of
each application, fortunately there is the European Patent system European Patent
Convention (EPC), which was signed in Munich on 5 October 1973 and entered into
force on 7 October 1977 for the Grant of European Patents, the system is run by
European Patent Organization that acts through the Administrative Council as its
legislative body and the European Patent Office as its executive body, and European
Patent Organization has 33 members.8 This system allows the company to obtain by
one application independent national patent for as many member states as they wish.
This solution saves a lot of time and lessens the examination of the invention from
thirty-three independent to one examination, but still the company has to bear costs
for each member state they wish to attain patent in. The bottom line of this overview
over patent systems is that companies whenever they engage in attaining property
rights are bound to make financial decision in which countries they want to have
patent and bear the costs accordingly. Therefore for the EU it is very important to
create as efficient and as less costly as possible patent system that will allow
attainment of the patent in whole area of the EU, if it wants to enlarge companies
incentives to engage in research and development and this is especially the case with
small and medium enterprises that are technology orientated.
These policy goals are aiming to improve science-innovation-industry triangle of the
knowledge system through the financial system as shown on the picture below.
8 The members of the European Patent Organization (EPO) are: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Switzerland, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Germany, Denmark, Estonia, Spain, Finland, France,
Hellenic Republic, Hungary, Ireland, Iceland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Latvia,
Monaco, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Sweden, Slovenia, Slovakia and Turkey. These
informations concerning EPO originate from the web page http://www.european-patent-
office.org/_new_gen_pres/index.en.php.
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Figure 20. Knowledge system affected by policy goals aiming to strengthen industry structure by
usage of the financial system
6.5.5. Group aiming to improve R&D environment within the industry structure
through human resources and education.
The group aiming to improve R&D environment within the industry structure through
human resources and education is consisted of one policy goal set to ensure a
sufficient supply of qualified researches (Guideline No. 12, COM 2005, 141 final:
22). Also policy goals recommending that the policies of MS should aim to facilitate
technology transfer within the MS of the EU by especially addressing MS that lag
behind, and enable them access to the EU network of transferring the knowledge
through creation of innovative poles and networks that should bring together
cooperation of universities and enterprises, by increasing mobility of researchers.
Increased movement of researchers and university-enterprise network aim to increase
link of education/training to science-industry structure part of the knowledge system
(Guideline No. 13, COM 2005, 141 final: 22-23).
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It is very important factor that if companies are in need of highly educated work force,
such as scientists and engineers, and they don't have a sufficient supply in their home
countries, they are forced to search new locations in the world that enable them to
compensate for the lack of highly educated work force in their home countries, which
especially applies to TNCs since they have access to other locations in the world that
have sufficient supply of highly educated work force. Furthermore it is a vital factor
to the EU's SMEs, since they are majority of the EU industrial sector, and the
enhancement of the industrial sector's ability to absorb new technologies and
knowledge lies in employing greater numbers of engineers and scientists, due to their
capability to absorb knowledge and actively apply it in their work. It is also estimated
that the EU lacks around 700 000 engineers in order to reach 3% of GDP spent on
R&D (WIR05: 191).
Figure 21. Knowledge system affected by policy goals aiming to improve R&D environment within
the industry structure through human resources and education.
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6.5.6. Group addressing the innovation-technology anchor of the science-
technology-industry structure triangle of the knowledge system.
Within this group, fall the policy goals concerning the sustainable use of resources
and this group is aiming at the innovation-technology anchor of the science-
technology-industry triangle of the knowledge system, by setting that the direction of
innovative activity should facilitate the development of efficient resource-use and
environment-friendly technologies, and second policy goal aimed to facilitate
importation technology from more advanced MS to the MS that technologically lag
behind (Guideline No. 14, COM 2005, 141 final: 23).
Figure 22. Knowledge system affected by policy goals aiming to improve R&D environment through
the innovation-technology anchor of the science-technology.
This group of policy goals is aiming at the third objective of the Lisbon strategy,
where the securing of social cohesion and sustainable environmental development is
facilitated with the choice of the overall direction technological change as the tool,
and also it promotes collaboration between MS in technological exchange.
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6.6. Connecting Outside-in With Inside-Out through R&D Policy
If we exclude the centrally set target of increasing the spending on R&D in the EU to
3% of GDP by the year 2010, and focus on the innovation and knowledge guidelines
that are strengthening different blocks of the knowledge system, the incentives behind
policy goals are entrenching the knowledge-based economy in the EU, and are
corresponding to the guidelines that are setting the framework for competitive
business environment. The dimension that is under-emphasized concerning the
innovation policy in the EU is that the EU economy transition toward world
competitive economy would benefit greatly from following the trend of R&D
internationalization. Though the policy objectives are aiming to strengthen the
industry structure, the connection of the industry to internationalized R&D would
largely increase the competitiveness and attractiveness of the EU economy, since it
would provide opportunities of harvesting the benefits of the R&D globalization
process.
Figure 23. National innovation system and FDI in R&D: the policy dimension (UNCTAD, WIR05,
page 202)
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The model of the policy impact on internationalized R&D activity between two
countries is shown on the above presented figure. When we look at this model, we
can clearly see that policy goals of the EU, concerning innovation and knowledge, are
mostly focused on strengthening the institutional framework for innovation, and only
limitedly on enhancing the benefits from FDI in R&D, through focus on SMEs. The
EU policy goals largely ignore the dimension of promotion of FDI in R&D and this is
the key dimension for making actual linkage to the internationalization of R&D
activity, and by this having the possibility to benefit from the globaliztion of R&D.
The problem with EU policy goals is, that they focus on inward conditions in the EU
and do not align this inward conditions to the global competitive perspective of R&D.
Furthermore, this results in non-correspondence of the EU policy goals with the new
trend of internationalization of R&D, which is driven by TNCs. The EU innovation
policy goals (Guidelines No. 12, 13, 14 and 15) are not enabling the EU global
competitiveness, since they so far are lacking the connection to the global perspective
of R&D and do not fully follow the business climate framework (Guidelines No. 7, 8,
9, 10 and 11). In order for the EU innovation policy to be successful, it needs to be
able to capture and exploit the opportunities that arise from new trend of
internationalization of R&D.
Already for some time the fact that China is specializing in more high value-added
goods and India continues to develop as global hub for outsourcing, has been
characterizing TNCs' engagement in internationalization of R&D. This fact has been
noticed from the side of the EU policy makers, though with some time-lag, in the
introduction of Integrated Guidelines For Growth and Jobs 2005-2008 (COM 141
final, 2005: 5). The linkage of the EU R&D to the globalized R&D might be done by
promoting the connection of the SMEs that engage in R&D and TNCs' that have the
access to the global R&D. TNCs' R&D units can be considered as the foreign
affinities on the model in the figure 23, and SMEs that that engage in R&D can be
considered as the local firms on this model. Clearly EU policy goals should be aimed
to promote linkages between SMEs and TNCs' affinities, as also to enable better
incubation of these foreign affinities in the EU.
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7. Conclusion
The world's economies are constantly competing with each other with the goal to
achieve economic growth and sustainable competitive advantages. In this race the
ability to innovate is crucial, where R&D is essential factor for enabling the
innovations, and the important factor that is contributing to both competitiveness and
economic growth, but it is not the only variable that is having an influence. It might
be possible that investments in R&D are having an impact to the growth and
competitiveness of a country. The investments in R&D are in relatively strong
correlation with the increase of GDP, but it is very hard to capture the exact rate of
return of these investments due to other factors that are influencing economic growth.
The correlation between R&D investments and GDP is not dependent from the size of
economy and no matter what is the size of the economy, business investments do
present majority of investments in R&D, where TNCs present the major drivers of
R&D in global competitive space.
The recent economic development of the Asian region, and emerging of new fast
growing and competitive economies among developing countries, that are possessing
considerable economic potential for further expansion, lead to the tendency that TNCs
are locating R&D in these areas. Establishment of R&D functions by TNCs, in
foreign locations, is mostly a matter of market-seeking/assets-seeking, within these
aspects the most important incentive is the access to knowledge. The diversity of
technology requirements has forced TNCs to seek these new locations in order to keep
their technological edge. When TNCs are locating their R&D functions in host
countries, is no longer strictly kept in-house, but outsourcing and cooperation across
their R&D value based activities with other firms is emerging.
The competitive advantages are affected by increasing need for various technological
competences for companies. The relationship between SMEs and TNC carries an
interdependence between various activities along and across the value-chains, and this
affects the possibilities for SMEs to collaborate and undertake specialized dimensions
of the TNCs' innovation process, which TNCs do not consider as their in-house core
capability. The possibility of strong collaboration between SMEs and TNCs, seen
through integrated R&D network, gives SMEs the possibility to have access and
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exploit the benefits of the international economy space, through TNCs' connection to
the globalization of R&D.
The EU's goal of increasing the R&D spending to 3% of GDP by the year 2010 is
setting “one size fits all” for the MS of the EU, and is not corresponding to the idea of
facilitating the long-term growth of economies of the MS of the EU, by the
accumulation of knowledge through the investments in R&D, because different
economies have different requirements for the supply of knowledge, depending from
their ability to absorb it. In addition, the 3% goal is inconsistent with the essence of
OMC that should aim at the convergence of different MS economies, because it relays
on harmonization without clear benefit. This goal neither follows the logic of creation
of positive investment climate through establishment of flexible and competitive
business environment.
The logic of the policy goals set on the EU level, since the business sector in EU is
mostly consisted of SMEs, should be creation of cooperation that will establish an
understanding between business people from the industrial sectors and researchers, in
order to create a technological R&D strategy where the implementation of present and
future market demands associates with the technological capabilities of the
companies, as well as individual MS. This will result in the promotion of the R&D
collaboration between companies in the EU. Since companies do engage in integrated
R&D networks, and R&D units of TNCs can be also other companies, especially
SMEs, the EU institutions have the possibility to promote the creation of these
networks by helping companies to compensate for high costs and complexity of
establishing these networks, therefore the establishment of programs that can promote
these networks could be one of the solutions for companies in the EU to be linked to
globalized R&D. The already established Framework Programs do promote this
networking, especially among SMEs, and contribute by a limited financial support,
but in order to accelerate process of linking EU's SMEs to globalization of R&D this
networking should have higher degree of attractiveness for TNCs, and this should be
actually one of the most important community level objectives. This is the way of
strengthening the collaboration between businesses, researchers and the educational
system, by enforcing the innovation and competitive advantages through cooperation
instead sole competition. This might be a solving reaction of the EU to the
internationalization of R&D in order to cope with new challenges, and assist the
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European companies to able to benefit from this internationalization of R&D, by
attracting extra R&D from abroad, and R&D led innovation with this feature could be
a key aspect for creating industrial competitiveness.
The precondition for the creation of R&D activity connected to the globalization of
R&D is conducting the structural reforms, because they increase efficiency and
adaptability of the EU economy. This means that policy goals aiming at the creation
of business environment (Integrated Guidelines For Growth and Jobs 2005-2008, No.
7, 8, 9, 10 and 11) should be the primary goal of MS policies that are afterwards
followed by institutional framework for innovation. Therefore the linkage of SMEs
and TNCs is, also, largely part of the overall framework for creation of business
climate. This is the necessity due to the fact that all MS are influenced by the
economic forces from the global market space which they cannot fully control, and
the main reason why the R&D lifted on the community level will enable the better
collaboration and dealing with forces of globalized R&D, much better than MS would
do solo. Due to the fact that global competition will only become more intensive the
EU needs a global outlook to the world. Therefore the ignorance and failure of
conducting the structural reforms, which will lead further to the establishment of
competitive and well functioning open business environment, will result in building of
the “European wall” around the EU, which won't have better future than its
predecessor the “Chinese wall”.
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